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Standards and Control Reports
in Paper Manufacture
by G. R. CASE
C.P.A., Pomona, California

Perhaps the outstanding feature of the standard cost system described
in this article is its tailor -made character, in accordance with which
standards have been established to disclose variances aligned with critical cost areas in the paper - making process. These variances, as well
as other operating data, are brought to the attention of management in
both daily and monthly reports. Included is a monthly report of operations, constructed on marginal costing principles.

a case history of the establishment of dollar
A standards and the results obtained
from these standards in a company
LT HO U GH TH I S PA P ER OF F ER S

manufacturing paper, many of the methods used and the form of presentation of
operating results (with perhaps some variations) can be successfully applied
in other manufacturing companies faced with similar problems. The present
study results from an engagement to make an analysis of accounting methods
and cost controls in effect in the company in question, with a view to providing
the tools for management to do a better job in reducing costs and improving
the profit picture. In reporting on the problems involved and the steps taken
in this assignment, it is not proposed to go into all of the mechanics of the
systems which eventuated but rather to give a general picture of the nature
of the problem, the conditions found, the development of standards and variances, the method of reporting adopted, and results obtained.
The company has a capacity to produce annually 25,000 tons of tissue grades
of paper varying in basis weight from 10 pounds to 25 pounds. Pulp is purchased and processed through one high speed modern paper machine and two
J U L Y , 1951
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old machines. About one -half of the production is sold in jumbo rolls and
the remainder is converted into finished paper products.
The Old and the New
In the course of the review of the existing controls, it was found that rather
extensive measurements were made of operating efficiencies in terms of percentages of utilization of materials and time. Costs and expenses were broken
down in considerable detail, departmentally and functionally. Individual run
costs were maintained. Sales prices were determined, where possible, on cost
estimates, utilizing run costs. The figures, thus made available enabled management to put its finger on certain weaknesses and they also informed operating supervision of trends in certain operations. However, the data, whatever
their helpful effects, appeared to be without results in reducing the cost of
operations as a whole, which was the need faced by the company.
It may be acknowledged that measurements of efficiency for cost control purposes can frequently be effective if expressed in percentages, machine hours,
etc. However, this is not always the case. In this instance it appeared that only
dollar amounts— rather than ratios, quantities or operation volumes- -could
adequately reflect the relative importance of many variable factors in paper
manufacturing. It was apparent also that the extensive breakdown of costs and
expense was not as important, in controlling costs, as knowing what the cost
of the product should be, what it actually was, and the reasons for the difference.
These conclusions suggested simplification of the cost breakdown, determination
of the important variable cost factors, and establishment of a standard cost plan
that would disclose results of operations in a significant way.
The chart of accounts was condensed to feature only important elements of
cost and expense and then expanded so far as necessary to facilitate the segregation of variable and fixed costs, departmentalized only to the extent needed
for costing purposes and the application of budgets. A broad segregation was
made between material costs and machine operating costs. Breakdowns of these
costs were made by grades and kinds of materials used and by the major elements of operating costs by machines. (It should be pointed out that the only
variance taken into the books is purchase variance. Standard costs and the
remaining variances are shown on the reports only.)
The variable factors such as weight of paper, scrap, machine speeds, etc.,
involved in the manufacture of paper were then thoroughly discussed with the
various department heads and management and the important variances which
it was desired to reflect in reports, were decided upon.
1300
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The major classifications of costs and variances selected are listed below:
MATERIAL COSTS
COST CLASSIFICATIONS

VARIANCES TO BE DEVELOPED

Pulp:
Bleached sulphite.
Bleached sulphate.
Unbleached sulphite.
Natural kraft.

I. Purchase variance.
2. Material specification (mix of grades of
pulp and secondary furnish.)
3. Production of broke (scrap paper.)
4. Sewer loss (fibre lost in operations.)
5. W eight of paper produced.
6. Unaccounted for.

Secondary furnish:
(W aste paper)
Bleached.
Unbleached.
Groundwood.
Kraft.
Dyes and chemicals.
Cores and other direct materials.

MACHINE COSTS
COST CLASSIFICATIONS

Labor and payroll costs.
Power.
Fuel.
Felts and wires.

VARIANCES TO BE DEVELOPED

1. Speed.
2. Production at speed.
3. Downtime.
4. Cost per producing hour.

Other indirect materials and supplies.

A Committee to Set Standards
The next step .was the establishment of standards which would permit the
setting forth of the desired classifications of variances. This responsibility was
given to a standards committee consisting of the mill superintendent, technical
director (laboratory and research supervisor) and the sales manager. Costs,
speeds, production, downtime, etc. actually experienced over the last few years
and most recent months were studied. Industry figures showing average labor
cost per ton, etc. were reviewed. (These proved to be of little use in setting
standards, since the figures included plants making all grades and weights of
paper.) No other outside data could be found that would be useful. Also, it
was felt that time study men would have been of little use on this type of
operation. The plant's own figures, therefore, constituted the primary basis
for the establishment of the standards.
Material Cost Standards
It is possible to describe briefly the bases used for setting the six material related standards necessary for the disclosure of the types of variances already
J U L Y , 1951
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mentioned. The first of these calls for price stands. Since prices for pulp and
secondary furnish (waste paper) are usually fairly stable for quarterly periods,
it was decided that the standard values for these materials would be established
at the prices in effect for each grade at the beginning of each quarter and the
difference between these standards and the actual price paid would be put in
the purchase variance account.
The mix of materials standard is next in order. Material specification standards were set up on the basis of specifications of various grades of pulp and
secondary furnish for each grade and kind of paper produced, as agreed to by
all members of the committee. They took into consideration, primarily, specifications previously established by the laboratory. Changes were made only
where it was felt that less costly grades of furnish could be used satisfactorily.
These standards for the various grades of materials required were set in percentages of the total of materials for each grade, so that they could be applied
to tons of pulp and secondary used.
The third standard set concerns material loss in processing. The control of
scrap, called broke in the paper industry, is just as important as in any other
industry and careful consideration was given to the allowances which should be
made for broke on each machine. Consideration was given to the average number of mill runs and the nature of order changes which had occurred over the
previous several months. The standard percentage was set somewhat below
past experience but at a figure which was considered attainable.
Further material loss, in the form of so- called sewer loss, is an unavoidable
element of paper manufacture. This calls for standards related to the fourth
material variance listed. A certain amount of pulp fibre cannot be saved regardless of the recovery equipment used. The loss is increased by the necessity
of washing out the equipment between runs and the bleeding of the equipment
occasionally in order to maintain paper strength. After a study of these factors
on past performance, a percentage allowance for each machine was established
here also, based primarily upon past experience.
Standards for the weight of paper produced and provision for material
losses not determinable, complete the material cost standards. The standards
required for determining weight variance had already been established by the
sales and the production departments. The "unaccounted for" loss is quite another matter.
It is a well -known fact in the paper industry that not all pulp fibre can be
accounted for. Pulp is soluble in water to a certain extent and, consequently,
there is a loss which cannot be measured in operations. In addition, measure1302
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ments of basis weights are not accurate due to the small percentage of the paper
that can be tested and variations in moisture content. Then there are the errors
which can occur in reported production and in physical inventories. In order
to take care of these items, a variance classification must be established. This
variance is the difference between identified variances in total and the total
variance in material usage as determined by total production costed at standard
as compared with actual cost.
This residual variance is designated as "unaccounted for." It is one of the
main reasons for developing only standards which will permit the presentation of the major variances in operations. It is also a reason why the calculation
of the specific variances must be done with extreme care, since any errors in
these calculations would not be readily discovered as they would be off -set in
the unaccounted for variance. Experience has shown that the unaccounted for
variance is minor in amount as compared with the variances which are
identified.
Material Cost Variances
After the establishment of the standards, it proved a relatively easy matter
to work the variances. For example, the material specification variance represents the difference between the standard cost of formula materials and the
standard cost of the materials actually used. The total tonnage to which the
percentages of materials specified (the terms in which the standards are set)
are applied is the total actual pulp and secondary furnish used for the production of paper of each weight and grade. The difference between the quantities
of material thus determined priced at standard and the quantities actually used
priced at standard, gives the specification variance in dollars.
The production of broke beyond a reasonable amount is costly both from
the standpoint of lost machine time and the reduction in value of the material,
since broke is of no more value than waste paper which can be purchased
normally at considerably less than virgin pulp. Since material variances only
are being considered here, the reduction in value of material involved in the
broke in excess of the allowance is the measure of broke variance. In order to
show this variance separately, it is detached from the specification variance as
calculated above, since any additional pulp used as a result of the production
of excess broke would automatically be included in the specification variance.
The wasted machine time variance will be covered later in connection with
machine cost variances.
J U L Y , 19 51
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Since the sewer loss is measured in pounds of fibre lost, the sewer loss
variance is the difference between the allowed percentage of loss and the actual
percentage of loss multiplied by the standard cost of material actually used.
It is a matter of opinion whether any variance should be shown for the
difference between the standard basis weight and the actual basis weight of the
paper produced, since part of the paper is sold by weight in jumbo rolls and
the company thus does not sustain a loss on such sales of overweight paper.
However, although paper is ordered for the converting department or converting customers by weight, the converted products are sold in sheets or in bundles.
Overweight paper represents a loss to the converting department or to the converting customers to the extent of the overweight.
Since it is frequently easier to run the paper overweight, especially in
lighter grades, it is necessary to keep weights under control constantly. It was
decided, therefore, that the paper mill should be penalized for running overweight. Consequently, a variance is shown which consists of the percentage of
overweight multiplied by the total standard cost of material. Overweights
on jumbo rolls ordered by the sales department are reflected in cost of sales
as a gain to offset that part of the basis weight variance which does not represent a dollar loss to the company.
Machine Cost Standards
The variance types applicable to machine costs, with respect to which it
was decided to develop data, have been given earlier in this paper as four in
number. The first requires speed standards. Records covering attained speeds
for each grade and weight of paper on each machine were reviewed and
standard speeds were set (in most cases) at the highest attained speed, which
was considerably above average. Since it was planned to use these speeds to
measure daily performance, it was necessary to make allowances for break -in
periods for new felts. An average number of hours was set for the normal
break -in period for felts on each machine. During these periods no variance
is shown for the difference between standard and actual speed. Although it
has not been tried in this mill, it might be better to set lower speed standards
for these periods.
The standard for the second or "production at speed" variance was set at
the percentage allowance made for broke. This was in line with the facts,
inasmuch as machine time used in producing broke in excess of the allowed
time, is considered wasted.
With respect to downtime standards, the detailed records of downtime
1304
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for changing felts and wires, for machine wash -up between runs, etc., were
reviewed and an average downtime allowance was set for each machine in
hours per day at normal capacity. These allowances were set at less than actual
experience, since the committee members were sure that downtime could be
reduced. Standard costs per hour of downtime were also established for each
machine and by causes of downtime (such as felt and wire changes, wash -ups,
etc.) requiring different sized crews.
The final standard set was for cost per producing hour. In considering the
establishment of standards for machine cost, the standards committee reviewed
the variable costs on each machine for the previous several months and set a
cost per producing hour for each machine which was considered attainable.
These standard costs were broken down by the elements of machine cost i.e.,
labor, power, etc. as previously listed.
Machine Cost Variances
The calculation of dollar variances on machine operation probably needs
little explanation, since the variances may be similar to those developed in
respect of large machines in many industries. Speed variances are measured
first in feet per minute and then converted to hours of machine time lost
or gained and finally to dollars at standard cost per producing hour. Production
at speed variance is measured in tons of production lost as compared with the
standard allowed loss and the difference converted to machine time lost or
gained at standard cost per producing hour. A short -cut to these answers,
which is used in this case, is to multiply the actual producing hours on each
machine by the standard cost per producing hour and to multiply this total by
the percentage of variance in speed to obtain speed variance and by the percentage of the gain or loss in production to total standard production, to obtain
production variance.
The cost per producing hour variance is the difference between actual operating cost and the producing hours multiplied by the standard cost per producing
hour. Downtime is actually a part of this variance, since all costs are related
in the final analysis to speed and production. The difference between that part
of the cost per producing hour alloted to downtime and the actual downtime
cost, which is accumulated separately in the accounts, is the downtime variance.
The remainder of the actual cost is measured against the standard, both actual
and standard being broken down to show variances for labor, power, fuel, etc.
Better Cost Control Reflected in Diminishing Variances
The standards established in the manner described were used for about three
J U L Y , 1951
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EXHIBIT 1

months without change and then revisions were made in those which were
obviously out of line with possible attainment. The revised standards have now
been in use for about a year without further change except to reflect changes in
prices of material and in hourly labor rates and improvements in equipment. At
the beginning of this year -long period, actual costs ran about nine per cent in
excess of standard costs. Actual costs in the most recent operations for which
results are available, are running about one and one half per cent in excess of
standard costs. This would seem to illustrate that the improvement which can
be made when management and operating supervision become conscious of the
dollars being lost in each major variable factor in operations, is a substantial
one and that standard costs established on a purely practical basis may serve to
attain the objective.
While it might appear that variances have not been broken down far enough,
it is felt that better results have been accomplished (and faster) than if it had
been attempted to reflect every possible variable factor in paper manufacture.
When costs have been reduced to a point where it appears that no better operating results can be obtained from the present setup, it is planned to refine standards and variance reports to reflect some of the minor variances so that mill
supervision may go to work on further cost reductions, consistent with the maintenance of quality standards.
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Monthly Statement of Manufacturing Variances
Paper Making - All Machines
Month of October and Year to Date 1950 - 10 Months
Reasons for variance
Material Variance
Basis weight
Sewer loss
Production of co. broke
Fibre specification
Inventory adjustment
Unaccounted for
Total
Scale tons produced

Month of October
to toEal
Amount
st an dard

(1,000.00)
(300 .00)
(1, 20 0.0 0)
(100.00)
(200 .00)
(400 .00)
.0
2,000.0

Cost per ton - Standard
Actual

150.00

Vari ance
Machine cost variance
Speed
Product i on
Downtime
Cost per producing hour
Total

X 7 5

Cost per ton - Standard
Actual
Vari ance
Total cost
Cost per ton - Standard
Actual
Variance

(.3)

(.1 )
(.3)
.1
(.1)
( -1 )

(26 ,00 0.0 0)

(1. 0)

(8,500.00)

(.3)
(2.8)

(72 ,00 0.0 0)
8,000.00
50 0 .0 0

.3

20,310.

125.40

151.50

10 0 . 0 0
(900.00)
(30 0.0 0)
(400 .00)

Year -to -Date - 10 Months
Amoun
o o ta
standard

130.23

M.-M
.1

(.3)

(0 .)
(.1)

32 .5 0
33 .2 5

7 7 M

18 2 . 5 0

184.75
7757

Cost per producing hour variance by element:
MONTH OF OCTOBER
Amount* to total
standard
77T.657
2 )
Labor and payroll expense
150.00
Power
.1
Fuel
(100.00)
(200.00)
(.1)
Felts and wires
Other indirect materials
125.00
and supplies
Total

(2 ,0 00 .0 0)
(19, 000. 00)
(3 ,0 00 .0 0)

4;3 A : Q �
(9,000.00)

(.1)
(.6)
(.1)

1 . 1( .73 )-

25.94
27.57
773

151.34
157.80
CF-W

YEAR -TO -DATE - 10 MONTHS
Amount*
to of
standard
(6,000.00)
2.
(2,500.00)
( . 8)
1,000.00
.3
(3,000.00)
(1.0)
500.00

.2

* Includes downtime variance
All figures hypothetical

EXHIBIT 2

Mill Cost Control Reports
In order to produce the best results, it is necessary, not only to establish
the standards and calculate the variances but, in addition, to properly present
the information at a time when it will do the most good. Accordingly, a production report, illustrated in Exhibit 1, is issued for each day for each machine
showing for each shift the name of the machine tender and foreman, mill order
J U L Y , 19 5 1
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number, product, standard basis weight, actual average basis weight, number
of paper breaks, window trim, actual speed, standard speed, producing hours,
pounds per hour, pounds of production possible at actual speed and trim, pounds
of actual good production, and pounds lost. The total standard production for
the day at standard speed is also shown, together with the machine hours and
dollars of machine cost (at standard cost per producing hour) lost or gained
due to speed and due to production of broke for the day and month -to -date.
The downtime in hours and downtime cost are compared with the allowed
standard in hours and dollars, and the variance in dollars is shown for the
day and year -to -date. It was found that downtime could be controlled more effectively by a year -to -date measurement than by monthly measurement, due to the
length of time between wire and felt changes and other fluctuations in downtime.
A daily mill data sheet is also issued to management and mill supervision
reflecting fuel used, boiler efficiency, peak power loads, water usage, and other
practical statistics helpful to mill supervision in controlling physical operations.
With this information, especially the dollar variances, in front of the operating
personnel daily, they are stimulated to put forth constant effort to show the best
possible results.
The monthly reports of variances issued to management and mill supervision
show the dollar variances broken down, in line with descriptions given in the
forepart of this article, to material and machine costs and summarized for all
machines. These reports take the form shown in Exhibit 2. The cost per
producing hour variance is also shown functionally by labor, power, fuel, felts,
and wires, etc. For each variance, the per cent to total standard cost of production for the month is shown. Total variance per ton is shown to permit an
appraisal of the improvement in cost performance, regardless of volume of
operations.
Product Profitability and Sales Volume Reports
To make sure of profitable operations, it is necessary to control both costs
and sales realization. In this connection sales prices and volume in higher
margin products are the most important considerations. In order to determine
quickly the relative merits of the various sales from a profit producing standpoint, a statement is prepared each month reflecting gross sales (tons and dollars), net sales, variable cost, total cost (including fixed costs), variable and
net profit per ton and variable profit per cent to net sales for each product,
each major customer, and each geographical area.
1308
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C

MONTHLT STATEMENT OF OPERATIONS

h
"t

b
u

w

0

b

Month of October and Tear -to -Date 1950 -• 10 Months
Month
ROLLS
Standard or Budget
Het sale■
300.000.00
V a r i a b l e c o s t o f sales
225.000.00
Variable profit
$775,000.00
Per cent of net sales
25.0
CONTERTID PRODUCTS
Net sales
$200,000.00
40
00
V a r i a b l e c o s t of s a l e s
Va r ia b l e p r o f i t
$
.000.00
30.0%
Per cent of net sales
ALL PRODUCTS
Net sales
$500,000.00
60 000.00
V a r i a b l e c o s t o f sales
Va r ia b l e g ro s s p r of i t
$1 ,000.00
Other variable (Bad debts)
000.00
Variable profit
$135.000.00
Per cent of net sales
27.0
FIXED EXPENSES
Manufacturing
Plant supervision and indirect labor
$ 18 .000 .00
Payroll expense
1,BOO.00
Maintenance materials
5.000.00
Miecellaneous manufacturing expense
1 200 00
Total
$
.000 .00
(Increase) or decrease in fixed
expenses in inventory
$ (1.000.00
shipping, sales and administrative
20,000.00
Taxes
6.000.00
Insurance
1. 00 0. 00
Depreciation
16 000.00
Total fixed operating expenses
$8,000.00
Intereat and other expense and income (Net) $ 2,00 0.00
Total fixed expenses
0 000 00
$ 5.00 0.00
Net profit at current coat before tax
Realized gain on pulp inventory
9,0 00. 00
$ 7 3,0 00. 00
Net profit before tax
3
0.660.00
2
Federal income tax
Net profi t after tax
.o0

a.5,s

of October
Actual
variance
4300, 000.00
--228.000.00
000.00
72,000,00 E 3.000.00
(1.0
24.O

$

Yenr -to- Date - 10 Months
S
_tandard or Budget
Actual
Variance
$2.700.000.00
$2.700.000.00
- 2 106 000 . ao
1 08 000 OO
108 000.00
02 000.00
c 000.00
108 000.00
2b.OJ6
22.0
.076,

$200,000.00
- - 142 000.00
2 000 00
$ 58 ,000 .00 $ 2,0 00. 00
29.0%
(1.0 %)

$11750.000.00
1.2 16 ,25 0. 00
8 533.750.00

$500.000.00
- -000 00
000.00
$135.000.00 $ 5 ,0 00. 00
5 COO 00
S13O,000. 00 $ 5,0 00 .0 0)
26.o%
(1-016)

$4.45o.000.o0

$ 1 7,2 00. 00 $
1. 72 0 .0 0
5.2 00. 00
1, 09 0. 00
$ 25 .200 .00 $

$ (1,000.00)
20.400.00

5,500.00

1. 10 0 .0 0

$

30.5'r
3,17 4,25 0.00
$1. 275.750.00
40 000.00
$1,235, 750.00
27 .8

800.00
60.00
(2 00 . 00 )
120.00
800 .00

$

- . 00 )
(4 00

s.o

All figures hypothetical

EXH IBIT 3

(.5)

40 oo0.00
$1,092,750.00 $(143,000.00
24.53�
(
$

$

1

$

5.000.00

g

181.50 0. 0 0

6o,000.00

16 000 00
7.20 0.00
800.00
1. 80 0. 00 $
200.00
_ 000.00
1 0 00. 00
$ b l , 0 0 0 . 0 0 $(4 ,0 00 ,0 0)
8 000 00
$ 9.0 00. 00 $ .0 00 . 00 )
28 18 2. 21 1 5ao.00
0 020,00
0 20.00

$4.45o.000.eo

-14 000.00
3,317,250 .00
$1.132.750.00 $( 1 3.00 0.00

170,000.00
17,000.00
45.000.00
12.50 0,00
244.500,00

500.00
(1 00 . 00 )

$
1

$1.750.000.00
--1,2
-CO $( 35.00 0.00)
$ F98.750.60
35.000.00
28.5%
(2 .0 ¢)

?
$
$

24
$

3

02

.o0

, ;25.00

7.6

,000.00

- 00 )
1814,200.00 $ ( 2. 70- 0.
60.2oo.00

10.500.00
160 000.00
_ 1. 5 0 0 . 00
22
000.00
8 900
:0 0
552,250.00
40 000.00
5� .2 .00

174,000.00 $ ( 4, 00 0. 00 )
(5 00 .0 0)
17,50 0.00
45,90 0.00
(9 00 .0 0)
12.40 0.00
100.00
2149,800.00 $ ( 5,3 00. 00)

$
$

(200.00)

3 0 , 1WO.0C
100.00
160 00 00
00.00
7n 100.00
8 00 r o
1, 0 0 0 . 0 0 j
23.00 0.00
.00
100.00
452,000.00
3 °9, 50.00
440000,00
39. 50.00 $(15 2.600.0 0 )

1

s

.00

2 4 81700 $

5.s

54 W .00
88 ,5

.0 0

.0

Net sales are after deduction of freight, commissions, and discounts, so that
net sales realization is on a uniform basis for all products, regardless of the
method of selling and the destination. The costs shown are calculated at standard, which results in uniform costing for all products. The variable and net
profits are reconciled in total at the end of the statement to actual variable and
net profit before income tax to reveal the total variances due to production
efficiency and due to volume.
By use of this statement, the volume of business in each variable profit
margin class can be determined and decisions made therefrom to increase or
decrease prices or to attempt to increase volume in the grades and types of
products which contribute the higher margins or to increase sales in the most
profitable areas, taking into consideration the competitive factors in each case.
Since standard costs are changed as soon as general increases or decreases occur
in raw material costs, this statement shows how effective the sales department
has been in getting prices in line with cost changes as soon as they occur, in
order to maintain the desired average variable profit per cent.
Historical quantity sales volume reports are kept up -to -date by quarterly
periods. This has the effect of measuring the progress made in increasing the
sales volume by products in line with policy established as a result of reviewing the monthly sales profitability analysis mentioned above. Customer volume
records are also kept for reference.
Statement of Operations
The monthly statement of operations, Exhibit 3, is set up to show the variable
profit realized on a current cost basis. It has been found that the form of presentation used is more easily understood and is of more value to management
than the conventional form. Any gains or losses occasioned by using lower cost
inventories in a rising market or higher cost inventories in a falling market,
respectively, are shown separately in the statement. With this element so shown,
it is possible to determine a variable profit on about the same basis as though
the "lifo" method of handling inventories were used. The company uses the
first -in- first -out method of inventory valuation, but it is not difficult to show the
inventory profits or losses and to obtain the advantage of disclosing the results
of operations on the basis of current costs and selling prices.
This is particularly important in a rapidly rising market when a large part
of the profits may result from the use of lower cost inventories. The past year
has been one of substantial and rapid increases in the prices of pulp and sec1310
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VARIABLx COST OF SALES
Month of October and Year -to- Date 19 50 - 10 Months

ROLLS
Cost of manufacturing
Direct materials
Pulp and Broke
Other direct materials
total
Machine
Labor
Pow er
Fu el
Fe lt s
Other
Speed

$290,000.00
10.000.00

$292,000.00 $(2,000.00
11.000.00 (1.000.00

$300.000.00

$303,000.00 (3,000,00)

cost
and payroll expense

$ 30,000.00
15 ,3 00 .0 0
5, 5 0 0. 0 0
and w ires
12 .0 00 .0 0
indirect materials aisd supplies
3.000.00
and production variance
( 800.00
5.00 0.00
Total
Total cost of manufactu r i ng
$3 5 , x .0 0
(Increase) or decrease in inventory
2 000.00
$3 ,000.00
Cost of rolls used or sold
L e set Rolls used in converting
120 0 00. 00
.Balance
$2 2 2, 0 0 0. 0 0
Provision for bad debts
3,000.00
Pulp and secondary purdbass variance
-Total variable c o s t o f s a l e s
5225.000,00
Tons
soldcost per ton of sales
Variable
$
18 2 . 9 0

i

CORVLRTYD PRODUCTS
Cost of manufacturing
R o l l s used
Other direct materiels
Direct labor and variable burden
T o t a l c o s t of m a n u f a c t u r i n g
(Increase) or decrease in inventory
Provision for Dad debts
Total variable cost of sales
Tone sold
Variable cost per ton of sales

w

Year- to -data - 10 Months
Standard
Actual
Variance

Month of October
Standard
Actual
Variance

$

30,675.00 $ (675.00)

200.00

000 .00
$2 . 5 7 . 0 0 0 . 0 0

$2 .

$

$

22 2 , 0 0 0 . 0 0

10

135.500.00
53,000.00

15, 150 .00
5,60 0.00
12, 20 0. 00
2,875. 0 0

000.00
5.000.00

12 000 .00
$ 98,000.00

230,000.00

$ (8,000.00)

138,000.00
52,000.00

(2,500.00)
1,000.00

150 .00
(1 0 0 .0 0 )
(200.00)
125.00
800.00
.500.00 $ 1, 50 0. 00
$
$3 9,500.00 $ 4,500.00
2 000.00
$3 ,500.00 $ ,500.00
1 2 1 00 0 0 0
1 000 00
$2 2 5, 5 0 0. 0 0 $ 3 . 5 0 0 . 0 0
3,000.00
--0 00
0 00
$228.000.00 $ 3.000.00

$3,074,000.00 $3,205,000.00 $(131,000.00)

$1 , 9 9 8 , 0 0 0 . 0 0

$2 ,1 0 , 0 0 0 . 0 0 $ o.08
108000.00

$

$

$

X1 9 5 . 3 0

$(2 .4 0 )

$1 1 9 , 80 0 . 0 0
$1 2 1 , 00 0 . 0 0 $ ( 1 , 2 0 0 . 0 0 )
8,000. 0 0
8 1200. 0 0
(200.00)
0
0
16.600,00 _ ( 600.001
_16.000.
$1.3,800. 0 0 .$1 5. 800.00 $ 2.000.00
(5,800.00)
( 5,800. 00)
2 000 . 0 0
2 000.00
$1 . 0 0 0 . 0 0
2,0 00. 00
51 . 0 0 0 . 0 0

$

$2,454,000.00 $2,54o,000.00 $(86,o5o.00)

$

700.0
202.85 $

All figures !hypothetical

EXHIBIT 4

(2.85)

$

112,000.00
25,500.00
( 21,000. 20
52 7 . 0 00 . 0 0

$

118 0 0 0 . 0 0

115,0 00.00
25,00 0.00
- 5 ,000 .00

(3 , 0 0 0. 0 0 )
50 0 .0 0
K31 00 0 . 0 0
$ 3 .000.00

118 0 0 0 . 0 0

$2.95 .000.00 $3,1087,65-0.206 $ 131,000.00
20 00 0 00
11 0 0 0 . 0 0 1 00 000 QO
$1,973,000.00 Sz,0e4,QQ0.00 $ 111,000.00
25,000.00
25,000.00
---.
000.00
1. 000 00
152 .00

160.22 $

(8.22)

$ 9 8,000.00 $1,003,000.00 $ (25,000.00)
'(3,000.00)
69,000.00
72.000.00
160 000.o0
1 000.00
: 222.21
,200,000.00 $1,235.000.00 $ 35.000.00
1, 25 0. 00
1 000 .00
31. 21 ,25 0. 00

$

1, 2 5 0. 0 0
1 000.00
$1,251, 250.00

170.29 $

- --

3

7,142.3
175.19 $

35 , 0 0 0 . 0 0

(4.90)

ondary materials. In the month of the first large increase in material cost, the
company's variable profit percentage dropped about seven points on a current
basis, whereas in the month of the second and larger increase in material costs,
the decrease in the variable profit percentage was less than two points, indicating that sales prices were more quickly adjusted in the latter instance, probably largely as a result of setting forth the inventory profit separately in the
first instance and so making the situation clear at once.
Also shown on the monthly operating statement are the standard and budgeted
costs and expenses, so that the net profit which should have been made is compared with the actual net profit. Supplementary presentation of variable cost
of sales breakdown is illustrated in Exhibit 4. Fixed costs do not need separate
presentation, since they are detailed below the variable profit in the operating statement. The amount of fixed manufacturing overhead included in the
increase or decrease in inventories is shown below fixed costs in the operating
statement.
Frontal Attack on Problems of Efficiency
The improvements through reductions in cost and better sales realization
which followed the application of standards and other system revisions, have
been well beyond expectations in the short time that the new methods have
been in operation. The entire organization has taken a keen interest in improving operations and, as a result, morale and co- operative effort have reached a
new high. This is just one more proof that management can accomplish
far more and in a shorter period if provided with proper tools than when
reliance must be had on a cost system not integrated with the need for control
information.
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Standard Costs for Control
in Sugar Refining
by EARL N. MARTIN, SR.
Comptroller, Goudchaux Sugars, Inc., New Orleans, La.

Compact with detail reflecting conditions in the sugar refining industry, the present article is also thorough -going in description of application of fixed costs to production of a seasonal character, portrayal of a
somewhat intricate cost center setup, and outline of the development
and use of standard costs. The objective kept to the forefront at all
points is cost control for better profits.

for the sugar refiner are as fundamental
C to company success as the raw material
processed. Such accounting cannot
OST ACCOU N T I N G AN D CON T ROL

be "after the fact" but must rather form one arm of continuous close control
throughout all operations. That these statements are not more truisms will be
more apparent if a description be given of some of the factors affecting sugar
refining operations.
External and Internal Problems
There are three external factors of prime importance:
I. The annual demand for sugar is seasonal,
varying from a low of 6.7 per cent of
the total annual demand in December to
a high of 12.2 per cent in August. This
distribution pattern must be fitted economically into the capacities of the various refining units. Only "finger tip" cost
control can make this possible.
2. There are three major sugar markets in
the United States, i.e., for raw sugar,
sugar futures, and refined sugar. There
are perhaps twenty melor conditions
which affect the raw market, these and

four more which affect the sugar futures
market, and ten or so which affect the
refined sugar market.
3. Refined sugar production capacity in
the New Orleans area is far in excess
of normal distribution in the territory,
making it necessary for the companies
in this area (of which mine is one) to
overflow into territory served by eastern
refiners and western beet and cane refingrs. This territory has been described
as a "seething battleground in the sugar
business."

Recital of some of the related pressures may make the situation even clearer.
These include variation in quantity of best sugar resulting from large beet
crops, available supply of foreign raw sugars for refining in this country, fluctuations in the cycle of canning and preserving seasons, duration of the warm
weather heavy demand season, and others too numerous to mention. We must
often move quickly to meet one or another of these conditions. Our planning
has to be done today in the light of the forecast for tomorrow. This calls for
means of measuring the reactions of fluid and fast - changing conditions within
the limits of our annual production forecast.
J U L Y , 1951
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To these external problems may be added the usual internal problems. Together they made us early seek a solution to the question of orderly operation,
through adequate and complete cost control. For example, in planning our
monthly schedules for a fluctuating market, we have to remember that our total
capacity has limits and must know alternative costs. We cannot produce sugars
in direct ratio to current demand. If we tried to do this, we would have large
idle capacity during the slow demand months and not enough capacity to produce for immediate shipment the volume of sugars normally in demand during
the months of June through August. Hence, we have to plan for a certain
percentage of production for stock.
This brings with it the additional costs of handling sugars both into and out
of our warehouses, with accompanying increases in "damaged goods ", for sugar
has a tendency to become hard and lumpy when stored too long. Moreover,
some of the excess production is moved to public warehouses throughout our
territory for spot delivery when the demand broadens and, in this connection,
we must balance the outside storage costs against in -plant storage costs. In
brief, in planning the volume of production for warehouse storage and future
delivery, we have to reach a satisfactory balance between the costs incident to
storing of product and the overtime costs we would otherwise incur during the
heavy demand season when we would have to run continuously through a
twenty-eight to thirty day period to meet shipping schedules if floor stocks
were inadequate.
Relating Fixed Costs to Production
We concentrated our attention first on the development of a basis for the
level absorption of fixed costs, one of the conditions related to seasonal demand.
The following list includes most of the items which could result in confusing
of cost data unless equitably distributed:
I. Administrative, supervisory and plant
accounting staff salaries.
2. Permanent engineering and technical
control personnel costs.
3. Permanent first -aid, personnel, and
safety staff.
4. Depreciation, fixed insurance (other
than product insurance), and property
fax schedules.
5. Vacation compensation fixed in union
contracts.
6. Paid holidays provided for in union contracts.
7. Costs relating to suspended (non -oper1314

afing) days during year, in which we
carry out a program of major plant repair and maintenance.
8. Housing facilities costs for a large
group of employees, including the provision of electric and wafer services.
9. Company contribution to the upkeep
and operation of community and employee recreational facilities.
10. Budgeted cost of major plant maintenance (This work is accomplished to a
large degree during periods of suspended operations and is, therefore,
connected with Item 7 above).
N. A. C. A. BULLETIN

To solve the problem of the distribution of these costs on a level basis —
level as applied to unit cost of production in whatever month the output may
be processed —we have resorted to what we term "total scheduling" on an
annual basis. We know that, over the years, we have consistently enjoyed a
rather stable percentage of the market. Moreover, the total consumption of
sugar in the United States is set by quota by the Secretary of Agriculture. Hence,
there is a reliable basis for this kind of planning. Although the total consumption figure is subject to some movement up or down, any changes we have to
make in our original total schedule to meet such movement, causes less distortion of results than we would face if we followed the calendar in distribution
of fixed costs.
In other words (to extend the application of the term "fixed ") we find that
our capacity to produce is fixed and represents a certain percentage of the total
refining capacity serving the area in which we distribute our products. This
area is also relatively fixed, inasmuch as our location and the freight rate structure fairly well define the limits of profitable territory. Hence, our market is
fixed within limits for, of the total consumption requirements in our normal
area, we believe we are entitled to a share approximating our percentage of
total refining capacity operating in the area. It is to production for this relatively fixed market that we apportion the fixed costs which we have listed.
Procedure in Spreading Fixed Costs
The way we prepare for the distribution of these fixed costs may be briefly
outlined. We set up an annual total production and distribution goal and then
determine the number of operating days it will require to produce this total.
Having done this, we have a basis on which we can develop "unit costs" for
applying certain of the fixed costs evenly to production. For example, the production and distribution goal permits us to know the number of planned shutdown days during which certain service costs continue and during which we
will do our major maintenance work.
We can estimate rather accurately the cost of vacation compensation and paid
holiday costs which can then be calculated on a per unit basis and related to
production. We also set up engineering budgets of major maintenance on a
departmental basis, based on past history and forward forecasts, and relate these
costs likewise to the total production schedule. Similarly, the problem of supplying services to our housing community (which is an internal problem peculiar
to this business) is two- sided, the cost of these services during shut -down
periods being somewhat higher than when the plant is in full operation. HowJ U L Y , 1951
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ever, since we can get a rather accurate picture of the annual cost we can relate
these costs to the total schedule on a unit basis.
By distributing these costs on a per unit basis to the product output, we have
a method of cost absorption which does not fluctuate with the calendar and,
through the maintenance of burden or distribution accounts in our accounting
records, we can always have as an addition to our operating statements an analysis of the balances in these accounts. In this way we know the results on a level
cost absorption basis without dispensing with data which tells what results
would have been if we absorbed these charges as incurred. Since we expect to
continue to be a going concern, the unabsorbed balances carried forward in
these accounts do not trouble us much. We do, however, watch them closely
and, through a monthly review of the total schedule on a forward moving
basis, we can recurrently check to see if they can be expected to be absorbed
(as planned) on a production basis over the remainder of the operating year.
Further Steps in Control: Cost Centers and Standard Costs
This basis for assignment and control of fixed costs liberates the attention
of management and permits closer watch over those costs more closely related
to the product outturn and following it as to time of incurrence. These costs relate to and head up in labor efficiencies, material use efficiency and the efficiency
of a maintained daily operating volume during running periods. They include
also other efficiencies, such as the ratio of overtime incurred, which points up
the degree to which the planning of the operating run or schedule has been
well or poorly done. Control of these operating efficiency indicators involves
the entire organizational setup under which processing is carried out.
It will, therefore, be of interest to follow through the mechanics of the cost
control system in use at the refinery. It is not new or original but is, we believe,
an excellent adaptation of basic principles recommended by cost accounting
authorities. The system combines two of these principles, first, the establishment of cost control centers and, second, the use of standard costs to measure
efficiencies and to analyze variances. The control information produced reflects,
for the most part, additions to or extensions of cost records typical of sugar
refineries and their administrative offices.
The additions and extensions have taken shape in development of standards
of units and volume, including manhour standards, day and shift performance
volume standards, machine capacity and tolerance standards, and standard current tables of replacement market costs of major materials. These standards —
together with data which already existed and supplemented by a system of
1316
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reporting, analyzing and comparing the actual with the standard —make up the
system which we use to provide prompt and useful cost control facts. The
standards are not entered on our books of record.
One possible approach to further description of the cost control system would
be to outline the development of these standards and then to go on to detail
the cost center structure in discussing their application. However, the reverse
order will be adopted here, principally because description of the cost center
setup first will provide industry background for the reader.

Raw Sugar Costs a Special Area
The cost of raw sugars is made the subject of special accounting treatment.
(We spend 36 to 40 million dollars a year for raw sugars). This accounting
covers the forward buying operations, transactions in futures, and the settlement
of completed contracts covering the jaws received. Raw sugar buying is a
science in itself and various types of market data and statistics, both domestic
and on a world basis, must be provided to guide the executive charged with the
responsibility of buying raws. Raw sugar costs are charged to the refinery as
they are put into process.

Ten Cost Centers
Establishment of transportation, storage and processing cost centers was an
important part of the over -all system development. In sugar refining the extent
to which bin and tank storage or other such holding points are used will ordinarily indicate the boundaries of each center established. Assignment of costs
to centers includes all cost categories related to volume or output. Operating
centers used in our control system are displayed in Exhibit 1.
To get a clear picture of why we have developed these centers and subcenters
it is necessary to consider each center briefly and to review the applicable unit
of measurement or unit of product output, as well as to understand the effect
of the "holding point" factors. In Centers Nos. 1 and 2, the primary unit of
measurement is pounds of raw sugar. Bin storage in Center No. 1 permits the
receipt of 10 million pounds of sugar in excess of current requirements. Tank
storage in Center No. 2 provides for a flexible storage of melt sugar liquors
which may vary by as much as 2.5 million pounds of sucrose equivalent between month -end inventories.
In Center No. 3 and its subcenters, we start with a liquor material and finish
the cycle with granulated sugar products of various grades in bulk, each having
JULY, 1951
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COST CENTER ORGANIZATION FOR SUGAR REFINING
Center No. I: Raw sugar receiving and storing— Trans - shipment of foreign raws from
New Orleans to reserve and receiving and storing raws at the refinery.
(Cuban and Puerto Rican raws move through New Orleans to Reserve refinery
with trans - shipping costs for our account. Louisiana raws are delivered f.o.b.
our refinery direct from producing mills. Our own production of raws is delivered to the refinery direct by scroll conveyor.)
Center No. 2: Raw sugar washing and melting —Raws mingled with heavy refinery
syrup and washed in centrifugals to remove impurities and then melted.
Center No. 3: Refining processes — Clarification —Melt liquors treated with lime and
chemicals to remove additional impurities.
Char filtering — Clarified liquors filtered through bone to remove impurities
which affect color.
Sugar boiling — Filtered liquors boiled in evaporator vacuum pans (a six -sfage
progressive operation) to form sugar crystals in sugar liquors.
CentrifugaIs —The Massequite (sugar crystals and liquor) spun in centrifugals
to separate crystals of sugar from the mother liquor, partially dried crystals
going to pre- packing center and separated liquor moving back through additional boiling operations.
Laboratory— Technical control of quality and yields at all refining stages.
Center No. 4: Pre - packing Granulators and screens —Final drying of hard refined
crystal su a . (Soft refined sugars require no further drying and by -pass this
operation
Powdermill —Part of hard refined production additionally processed by pulverizing to produce confectioners' and powdered grades of sugars. Reject screenings, tailings and irregular grained sugars (lumpy) used in this operation.
Center No. 5: Packing —Bulk Packing of 100 #, 50 #, and 25# packages of all grades
in cotton, burlap, and paper containers. Consumer packing of 2 #, 5#, and
10# pockets placed in 60# unit outer containers and 1# cartons placed in
24# unit outer cases.
Center No. 6: Production warehouse and shipping— Direct movement of product
from production scales to rail cars, trucks, or barge - loading transfer fleet. Warehousing part of production as inventory floor stocks to meet future orders and
to fill in irregular sizes. Rehandling product from floor stocks for delivery to
types of carriers specified under direct movement above.
Center No. 7: Extra shipping costs — Placing and switching rail cars for loading.
Operation of barge - loading fleet and conveyor over levee to barge - loading
dock. (Includes all shipping costs outside the limits of the refinery warehouse
loading platforms.)
Center No. 8: General refinery administration and fixed charges. —This center records
fixed administrative and supervisory salaries and office expenses of the local
refinery office, the costs of the safety and personnel departments, fixed insurance schedule costs, fixed property tax schedule costs, depreciation not otherwise provided for and a burden charge on a per cwt. basis which provides a
reserve against which fixed charges are applied during a shutdown non- cperating period when major maintenance work only is being done.
Center No. 9: Mechanical — Electricity, steam, water. (The services rendered by
this center are distributed to all operating divisions located adjacent to the
refinery in addition to providing such services used in refining operations or
consumed in the housing settlement which is company- owned.)
Center No. 10: Maintenance and construction— Refinery plant maintenance, Maintenance services rendered other operating divisions and housing, and capital plant
construction.

1
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a different sucrose (sugar unit) content. Our primary unit of measurement,
therefore, is pounds of sucrose in the aggregate finished products. Each pound
of finisied product sucrose must bear a pro -rata part of the total cost of the
center. The operation is a flow -type interdependent process, with certain part
of the materials being recycled. (In this center we will soon have silo and bin
storage for some 30 million pounds of bulk sugars.)
In Centers Nos. 4, 5, 6, and 7 (the pre - packing, packing, warehousing, and
shipping centers) and their subcenters, we find the most detailed breakdown
of costs. The unit of measurement becomes pounds of product handled, regardless of its grade or sucrose content. Varying volumes of product go through
the various stages in these subcenters. Only hard white sugars are run through
granulators and screens. A relatively small percentage of hard white sugars are
additionally processed through the pulverizer to produce confectioners' and
powdered sugars. Also, each size of package develops its own aggregate volume. Moreover, there is a different volume of product warehouse - stacked,
shipped direct from production, or shipped by rail, barge or truck.
In Center No. 8 the unit of measurement is the same as that used in Center
No. 3, as part of these overheads must be absorbed by each pound of sucrose
we produce in finished product form. All costs chargeable to this department
originate in burden or distribution accounts. Each month a charge is made for
the items of cost carried in this center on the basis of units of sucrose produced
and the credit is carried to various burden accounts to which actual costs are
charged as they accrue. This is the method described earlier, in which we provide for a level absorption over production, of charges which are fixed (or
relatively fixed) on an annual basis.
Center No. 9 relating to mechanical services, is a distributive center and, in
its three subcenters, the primary units of measurement are respectively, kilowatt
hours of electricity, horsepowers of steam, and gallons of water pumped and
purified. Costs accumulated in this center are charged out to operating centers
in the refinery and to other operating divisions on a demand or use basis. A
secondary unit of measurement for these services has been developed in each of
the refinery operating centers and the charges transferred for each operating
period are checked against standards developed within each of the specific
centers.
Center No. 10, which covers maintenance and construction, is another distributive center serving both the refinery and other operating divisions, as well
as handling all plant construction work for all divisions. Primary control of
costs is provided by engineering budgets.
J U L Y , 1951
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Job Costs in the Maintenance and Construction Center
The aggregate maintenance and construction costs are supported by a schedule of individual jobs which are coded and subtotaled by operating coat center
or operating division as well as fixed plant account classifications. In each of
the jobs occur charges for direct labor and direct materials and a pro rata allocation of indirect and burden costs of the center. The indirect costs are allocated
on a per- cent -of- direct -labor base. Each completed job is checked against the
original engineering department budgets to establish efficient accomplishment.
Charges for fixed plant work and jobs done for units other than the refinery
division are transferred from this center to the respective accounts to which
they apply. All costs remaining in the center, therefore, relate to refinery maintenance and the account becomes a distributive burden account.
Each operating period (or month), a pro rata charge is made to each operating refinery center for maintenance burden based on semiannual or annual
budgets of total cost, the charge being developed by multiplying the current
volume by the unit cost developed in the budget. Periodic adjustments are
made only when major differences developed between the original budgets and
the actual cost of work done.
Standards Benefit from Good Basic Records
Having now completed a brief review of the cost centers established for cost
control, we are in a position to pass on directly to the setting of the standard
costs which have the same primary goal, the more so perhaps because standards
are employed "off the books" and are not involved in the mechanics of closings. However, mention should first be made of some of our underlying records which facilitate both our bookkeeping and our use of standards. These
include:
For raw material (raw sugars): Daily reports of receipts, storage, material sent
to process, inventories of rows on hand
and product in process, and technical
reports of weights and sucrose content
of the raw sugars.
2 For Labor: Columnar daily distribution
of labor by departments or centers and
by class of labor, showing both man hours and dollars of cost: segregation of
overtime premium and bonus day costs.
3. For materials and supplies: Columnar
daily distribution of all operating and
packing materials used by each operating center, with major items of materials
listed separately and classified.
4. For departmental maintenance and burden accounts: An adequate budget and
13Y0

record of maintenance costs and burden
items, providing for the absorption of
such costs on an equitable basis throughout the year, as has been described.
5. Production scale and warehouse reports
are provided on a daily basis, showing
the shipments and inventory of product
segregated by grades and sizes of containers, the scale reports being supplemented by a daily record on an eight hour shift basis.
6. Technical laboratory control reports detail technical operating data and yields
on a daily and run basis.
7. General and administrative schedules
record the distribution of fixed and predetermined expenses and burdens.
N. A. C. A. BULLETIN

These records are used in bringing together actual cost and operating data
used in monthly reports and in schedules. From this basic cost information we
develop the cost of our sales and the unit costing of our inventories of finished
sugars. By comparing the actual results so determined with the standards, we
can then bring out variances, which are further analyzed and made the basis
for statistical reports to management.
Illustrations of Establishment and Revision of Standards
In a survey of our refinery records, we found much information readily available which we could use in developing standard unit costs. A detailed analysis
of current operations, verified or modified by the historical data, furnished
initial bases. For example, in the packing center, the cost of the applied (direct)
labor and the manhours consumed with respect to each grade and size of packaged sugar was determined from observation of the operations over a representative period. The results of the study were then modified to reflect any
additional labor frequently required, as shown by both past records and observation of the current period and also for lost time factors resulting from machine
or materials difficulties. All standards include a "loading" for what we consider reasonable tolerances.
Similar studies have been made with respect to each item of cost. Packing
container and materials standards are based on current replacement market
prices and loss or damaged material factors are developed on the basis of past
experience, modified to reflect a loss tolerance. In this we have not accepted
past loss factors as such. We used our historical studies only as guide - posts.
In the case of the flow - processes, we studied the labor manhours, supplies
and expense schedules during representative past periods, and set up schedules
of fixed and burden cost items. Using current labor contract rates and quoted
market prices on supplies, we developed unit cost standards which we believed
attainable under a set operating schedule and volume output. Of course, we
also developed a standard operating volume on a shift and a daily basis, properly weighted for normal variations on a monthly basis.
With the significant exception noted below, standards are changed only when
necessary, e.g., as the result of a new labor contract or major change in markets in which we buy our principal supplies. Usually, standards are checked
for possible revision annually at the end of a fiscal period. Sometimes an
interim change may be called for by, say, the adoption of a radically different
manufacturing method or new machine installation. However, even these revisions are not made between monthly closings. Hence the effect of the change
upon work -in- process and inventories can be isolated and explained.
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The one exception to the rule governing changes in the standards relates to
our major item of cost, raw sugar. I do not know just how best to describe the
standard for this item, but I call it a fluid or floating standard. Due to rapid
changes in the raw sugar market and the fact that raw sugars must be purchased
far in advance of actual use and at a fixed price, it becomes necessary for us to
develop a specific standard for raw sugar cost each month. This is based on two
factors, the pounds of raw sugar put into process each day and the daily spot
delivery price. Through combined use of these factors, we develop a weighted
average standard for sugars processed during the month. This standard, when
compared with actual cost of the raw sugars, clearly indicates the efficiency factor in our forward purchasing operations and raw market activity in the options
and futures market.
In some of the centers we have established dual or multiple standards. For
example, in the raw receiving and melting centers and in the cost of raw sugar
itself, we are concerned, first, with the handling of raw sugars in bulk (in bags
approximating 330 pounds each). Then our interest turns to the cost of the
units of sucrose contained in the raws, which will ultimately be represented in
the finished product resulting from processing. Moreover, for quick analysis of
variances we must go still further into multiple standards. While raw sugars
are delivered predominantly in 330 pound bags coming from Cuba and Louisiana, we also have Puerto Rican taws delivered in 225/25 pound bags, Philippine sugars delivered in 100 pound bags, and some Louisiana sugars delivered
in bulk carloads, unbagged.
Standards in Particular —The Raw Sugar Standard
A standard point of raw sugar tests 96° sucrose by direct polariscopic test.
The price of raw sugar is quoted on a 96° basis with plus and minus percentage
price adjustments for tests above and below the basic test. These price differentials are supposed to reflect the difference in available sucrose in the raws but
the price table is at some variance with yield factors. In developing a standard
for raw sugar, we set up information of which the following hypothetical data
may be regarded as typical:
Basic price of 100# raws testing 96°
Standard cost of handling at the port of
New Orleans and trans- shipment freight to
the refinery
Credit for bags salvaged and sold for re -use

$5.600
`

Cost of 100# rows delivered to refinery

$5.605

.060
(.055)

$5.605
- $5.8385, cost of 100# sucrose 100° test.
96° ( %)
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There is a normal loss of yield which develops in our operations. While
there are 960 pounds of sucrose available in the standard 100 pounds of raw
sugar, it does not all come out in refined sugars. Part of this sucrose ends
up in blackstrap molasses and a small percentage is completely lost. On the average, it takes approximately 1 0 2 .5 pounds of sucrose in raw sugar form to produce 100 pounds of sucrose in finished sugars. Against this loss we have the
recovery from the sale of the blackstrap molasses. Thus, continuing our development of the standard, we have the following table:
Cost of 100# of sucrose in raw sugar
Add 2.5% loss of yield factor

$5.8385
.1460
$5.9845

Less 4/10 gallons of molasses per 100# of sucrose
processed, @ 50 (market)
Cost of sucrose in refined sugar products (per cwt.)

.0200
$5.9645

Since all bulk refined sugars are charged with materials and processing costs
up to the pre - packing stage on the basis of the sucrose content of each grade,
it becomes apparent that all standards up to that point must be reduced to a
"sucrose unit" basis. This further illustrates the necessity for dual or multiple
standards.
Standard Labor and Burden Other Than Packing and Shipping
To the above standard cost of recoverable sucrose in raw sugars, we add the
standard costs developed for labor, supplies and other expenses in the receiving,
melting and processing centers. In this way we develop the standard bulk cost
of sucrose. This can then be distributed to the various grades of sugar we
produce.
Direct labor costs in the receiving, melting and processing centers are developed on a standard basis, as indicated before, by manhour and rate studies on
a shift or run basis and are reduced to a unit cost, first, on the basis of volume
of the actual product or materials handled and, second, on the basis of conversion to a standard sucrose unit cost which can be applied to the sucrose in
the finished sugars. Indirect labor costs are developed in a like manner.
The standard for overtime in our plant is based on our usual or average
weekly run, which is six days in a seven -day week or twelve days on a "back to- back" shift operation in a bi- weekly period. This results in a standard fortyeight hours per week. The overtime factor is, therefore, 8.33% (one half of
the hours over forty related to the total of forty- eight) of the straight time
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labor cost and the standard unit is developed by multiplying the labor standards by this percentage.
Other costs as for lime, re- agents, chemicals, filter bone char, operating supplies and general expense items are easily determined on the basis of historical
usage. Quantities are likewise easily convertible into estimated standards of
cost by applying current market prices.
The standards for steam, electricity, and water are determined for each center
by first calculating the total cost of these three services for a normal production
run and distributing such costs to various operating centers on a predetermined
basis reflecting the standard demand or usage of the services. We can then
determine standard units on a kilowatt hour, horsepower, and gallon basis as
well as in relation to the unit of product or output of each refinery operating
center.
The standard unit cost for departmental maintenance has been developed, as
outlined in previous paragraphs, through the use of budgets set up for each
operating center and through the use of operating volume forecasts. Still earlier
in this paper, there was occasion to discuss the manner of forecasting maintenance shut -down costs and fixed charges, such as property taxes, depreciation,
fixed insurance schedules, and similar items. This discussion centered on allocation of these cost evenly over production. The same procedure applies to
standard costs in this area. Based on an operation volume forecast (which we
consider standard), we are able to develop standard unit costs for these items.
Social security tax standards are developed by multiplying the labor standards by the effective rate of tax borne by the company. In like manner we use
the compensation insurance rates in effect to develop a standard cost of this item.
Vacation compensation, probably the most troublesome item, can be fairly accurately estimated by reference to labor contract provisions, together with the record of employee tenure. The estimated total annual cost of this item can be
reduced to a percentage of the total estimated annual labor bill and the standard becomes simply the result of multiplying the labor (usually straight time)
costs by the percentage developed.
Packing Labor and Burden Standards
The method used to determine the standards for labor and burden incurred
in the packing center typifies the procedure usually necessary in a producing
center in which a variety of unlike products are processed, A separate computation must be made for every grade and size of product. The major factors
considered are:
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I. The machines normally used.
2. The normal length of run and sound output on a shift basis.
3. The normal complement of workers and
their wage rates.
4. Lost time and extra labor factors.

5. Normal burden for supervision, indirect
labor, maintenance, power services and
expense (allocated).
6. Packing materials (container) costs.
7. Pre - packing expense where applicable.

From this basic information, we have developed, both in detail and in the
aggregate, the standard unit costs of packing each grade and size of product.
Warehouse and Shipping Standard
The manner in which warehousing and shipping unit standards have been
developed closely follows the procedure generally outlined in other operating
centers.
"Costing File" and Use of Standard Costs
Once the unit cost standards were determined, it became most important that
they be recorded in an easy -to -use costing file. This costing file is availed of
each month to develop standard dollars of cost to be used in conjunction with
actual costs in developing reports of variances and efficiencies. The costing file
consists primarily of a bulk refined sugar card on which we develop the cost
on a sucrose unit basis of sugars in the bulk or pre - packed state, and a secondary card for each grade and size tabulating the additional costs of pre - packing,
packing, warehousing and shipping, as well as excise tax accruable. These costing cards are in full and complete detail and are supported by additional schedules and tabulations showing every element which goes to make up the standards arrived at on the cards.
At the end of each month when output statistics are known and tabulated,
the volume output is costed in each center on a standard basis and the standard
production dollars are entered for each center. Against this we subsequently
enter the actual costs reported by the refinery and make an analysis of every
major variance, tracing its cause through source records. Complete monthly
reports are made on these variances, with recommendations for corrections
(where needed) in our operating schedules or procedures. Among the causes
of variances (to name only a few) are:
I. Labor and manhour efficiency factor
changes.
2. Volume changes due to rescheduling.
3. Yield factor changes.

S. Changes in the ratio of various package
sizes.
6. Variances in machine output due to machine breakdown.

4. Changes in the ratio of hard refined
and soft sugars.

7. Extraordinary loss time factors.

There are many other variance causes, some controllable and some the result
of rescheduling to meet erratic changes in marketing and to minimize losses.
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All unit standard costs, particularly the packing center standards, are carried
in refinery records where they are used in making daily checks against actual
run costs to quickly spot causes of trouble and excess costs.
Results Are Reported
All of the facts and information developed under our control system find
expression in reports to management. Principal reports include:
Analysis of labor and burden costs showing actual and standard costs and variances In each operating center.
Analysis of labor and burden costs —summary, which recapitulates all operating
center reports.
Ratio report of total costs showing the
ratio of actual to standard costs by percentage points for each cost center in
total (including the raw sugar cost account).

Summary of gross production and returns
of damaged stock, which is a summary
of the daily production scale reports.
Special study reports of daily labo r u nit
costs in relation to production by grades
and sizes on a shift basis, using the production report in conjunction with daily
labor distribution source records to highlight effect of varying packing schedules,
breakdowns, idle time, etc.

Our interest in cost and profit control permeates every phase of our accounting. In addition to the foregoing, there is a daily business summary which gives
management information as to the course we are sailing with respect to mayor
items of finance, distribution and raw material supply. Our interest in sales and
in distribution costs is equally keen. We analyze sales volume in relation to
advertising costs and develop a report of sales dollars and pounds by advertising territory by class of customer and by grade and size.
To measure our competitive position based on industry reports, we also analyze sales volume (pounds) by states. in which we operate. This latter analysis
is extended to point up our profit position in each state by showing in per
hundredweight units: ( 1 ) gross sales, ( 2 ) declines and allowances on guaranteed contracts, (3) cost of sales, (4) brokerage, (5) storage costs vs. total volume, (6) storage costs vs. consigned delivery volume only, as a memo, (7)
freights absorbed, and (8) gross profit.
The Facts Were There All the Time
It is interesting to note that the rather thorough -going system of cost control described above was substituted for the one previously used without increasing either clerical or administrative personnel. Almost all data now considered
necessary for control was already being collected but often in a cumbersome or
unidentifiable form. We still collect the same information with the same personnel but now the facts which are dollars are sharply defined for top management.
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Standard Costs in Wire Cloth Manufacture
by W. S. HILDEBRAND
Chief

Accountant, Mount Wolf (Pa.) Plant, American Wire Fabrics Corporation

The technical background of wire cloth processing is given initial attention in this paper which then proceeds to describe the construction
of standards for the corresponding elements of cost. The employment
of these standards in costing is then briefly summarized.

for insect wire screening is perhaps one
T of the least - heralded industries despite
the fact that it has contributed a
HE PROD UCTI ON O F WIRE CLOT H

good deal to the health and comfort of the public. There are fourteen principal
producers of wire cloth for this purpose in the United States operating, in total,
over 4,000 looms. Since the various items going into wire screening are not
numerous, the cost accounting procedure lends itself very readily to the use of
standard costs. They are in use by the company the experience of which forms
the background for this paper. The plan of this article is to offer, first, a certain amount of information on the technical side of the industry and then to
proceed to the accounting side.
Product and Materials
The recognized varieties in fabricating are 16 x 16 mesh, 18 x 14 and 18 x 18
mesh in steel, bronze, copper or aluminum. Gradations of mesh in terms of
numerals (as above) are generally accepted as meaning the number of open
spaces per linear inch in both warp and filler directions. The standard gauge
of steel, bronze and copper is .011. While aluminum may be varied, the general practice is to use .013 gauge for this purpose. Some wire cloth plants draw
their own wire but, in this article, it is assumed that the wire is purchased from
an outside supplier.
Besides wire, the principal raw materials involved in insect wire screening
manufacture are zinc, paints, bungs and cartons or papers. An appropriate cost
center setup, detailed in process order, is as follows:
Spool winding.
W arp winding.
Bobbin winding.
W eaving and auxiliary operations.
Electro- galvanizing.
Painting.
Inspecting and wrapping.
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Winding and Weaving Operations
The spool winding operation consists of winding the wire from coils to
standard size spools for delivery to the warp racks. Despite changes in the
manufacture of spool wire, a great deal of it continues to be produced in eight
inch diameter coils weighing approximately 20 pounds each. These coils are
received in barrels containing approximately 800 pounds of wire. Upon receipt,
a pre- numbered material requisition tag with a perforated edge is stapled on
the barrel by the receiving department. The tag shows the number of pounds,
gauge and grade.
Upon delivery of a barrel to an operator, as directed by the spool winding
foreman, the tag is torn off at the perforation and sent to the office, where a
wire record book is maintained and where all wire receipts are recorded by
requisition tag numbers and weight. Poundage turned in for wire used daily
is crossed off this record. Open items form a perpetual inventory of wire in
stock. Since the spooling operation is on a piece -work basis (the operator is
paid for the number of pounds run), the foreman also maintains a record of
the number of pounds delivered to each operator and this record is turned in
to the payroll department for pay purposes.
The spools delivered to the warp winding department contain approximately
30,000 lineal feet of wire each. They are placed in a warp rack and the ends
brought up to a warp which is then wound with a standard number of lineal
feet of wire, depending on the mesh. The number of wires wound on each
warp is governed by the width of the cloth desired. As an illustration, a 30
inch width of 18 x 14 mesh requires 540 wires (30 times 18, the number of
wires per inch of warp).
The bobbin winding operation is similar to the spool winding operation
except that the wire is wound on a round bobbin about three inches in diameter
which is eventually placed in the loom to lay in the filler wires.
There are some variations among plants as to the number of looms operated
by a weaver. A proper working assumption is that one weaver operates twelve
looms. His duty is primarily that of replacing empty bobbins with full ones
and splicing small breaks of several wires when necessary. Within the weaving
category there are several auxiliary productive operations. These include threading, loom fixing, tension adjusting, and removing of the finished cloth.
Threading is the process of working each warp wire through a heddle and
a reed. Common practice is to do this operation on what is generally called a
"buck ". This method prevents a loom being idle for threading, as would be
the case if the warp were placed in the loom and then threaded.
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Loom fixing is definitely not loom repairing. A loom fixer sets the loom for
the proper size and speed and "fixes" thread breaks or "wrecks" of major
proportions, i.e., involving more than several wires. Fixers are generally assigned a definite number of looms. Tension adjusting is also an operation in
line with setting a loom for its proper functioning. A tension man falls into
the same general classification as a loom fixer.
Removal of the full rolls, which are usually taken off at approximately 1,000
lineal feet, is done by clothmen who measure and weigh the rolls and record
on a scale sheet the tag number, mesh, width, grade, weight and lineal feet.
These scale sheets then constitute a production record from which a daily and
monthly accumulation is made for eventual accounting purposes.
Two methods of wage payment are in use for productive labor. As has been
noted, spool winding is on a piece -work basis. So also is bobbin winding. Warp
winding could be placed on piece -work but is considered here as hour rate work.
The same is true of weaving and auxiliary operations.
Finishing the Cloth
The remaining operations relate to the wire cloth after it has been removed
from the loom and, prior to inspection, are alternative processes. These operations are finishing ones and include (1) electro - galvanizing with (in some
cases) lacquering and (2) painting.
If the product is steel wire cloth (rather than bronze, copper or aluminum)
the next step is the electro - galvanizing process. Here is where zinc comes into
use as a principal raw material.
In the instances in which unfinished steel cloth is scheduled for a paint finish
instead of electro - galvanizing, it is divertef to a painting department where a
standard mixture of paint (usually consisting of a paste together with varnish
and naphtha) is applied by running the cloth through vats and then through a
heating tower for drying purposes.
After all cloth has received a protective finish, it is delivered to the inspecting and wrapping department where it is wound into standard size rolls, usually consisting of 100 lineal feet, for the hardware trade and mill length rolls
of between 200 and 300 feet for window screen and door screen manufacturers.
Categories of Overhead
In the winding and weaving operations, the major portion of overhead is
charged to the cost centers to which it is applicable. Most of the items of
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expense are self explanatory and the charges (from requisitions, payroll or
voucher register) can easily be applied to the proper account. Indirect labor,
for instance, would include foremen, janitors, and any other labor items not
chargeable to direct labor or repairs. A mill service account is used to carry
charges for general repairs, property taxes, property insurance, etc., the total
of which may be prorated to cost centers either on an area basis or direct departmental labor, which ever seems the most logical in the particular instance.
The overhead categories involved in the finishing operation, i.e., eleetrogalvanizing and painting are not dissimilar. A mill service account is used
here, too, for general plant overhead. The situation is not widely different
when it comes to the packing operation.
The most common classifications in which overhead falls are represented in
the following list:
F IN IS H IN G

W IN D IN G AND W EAV ING

I. Losses
2. Indirect labor
3. Repair labor
4 . Repair material
5. Supplies
6.
—

Indirect labor
Repair labor
Repair material
Supplies
Power
Water
Vacation pay roll

—

7.

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Vacation pay roll
Weavers' incentive bonus
Floormen's incentive bonus
Overtime bonus
Compensation insurance
F.O.A.B. and unemployment taxes
Learners' pay

Overtime bonus
Compensation insurance
F.O.A.B. and unemployment taxes

•

STANDARD COST STRUCTURE

With the foregoing paragraphs, we have completed brief review of what
may be referred to as the substance of the industrial operation which the cost
system now to be described is intended to serve. We have enumerated and
characterized the winding and weaving operations which result in a semifinished product, have also made mention of the finishing operations, and have
identified the principal items of overhead related, respectively, to winding,
weaving and to finishing.
Attention may now be directed to the setting of standard costs. Throughout,
the physical unit used for these standards will be one hundred square feet of
cloth. Because electro- galvanized cloth, which emerges from steel cloth as a
semi - finished product, is perhaps the industry's principal product, we will deal
with a cost construction for woven but unfinished steel screening.
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Wire Cost Standards
Weight per hundred square feet of each mesh is first determined. Assuming
that this calculation has been made on 18 x 14 mesh and that the average weight
per hundred square feet turns out to be 12.8 pounds, the standard material
unit cost will be the product of this figure times the per pound cost of steel
wire.

Winding and Weaving Labor Standards
The first labor operation, as previously outlined, is spool winding. Since the
piece -work rate per hundred pounds for winding spools is known, the average
weight of one hundred square feet of the mesh in question again affords the
data for calculation of the standard in terms of this unit. However, supposing
the mesh to be 18 x 14, we must, since we are dealing with the mesh for one
direction only (18 wires per inch), use as weight per hundred square feet one
half the weight of woven 18 x 18 mesh.
Warp winding, the labor operation which follows, is considered here as being
on an hourly pay basis. The average number of hours required to wind a 30"
warp, multiplied by the rate per hour, gives the total cost for the number of
feet wound, which is then divided by the total number of square feet the warp
will produce in finished cloth. Simple multiplication of this result by one hundred yields the standard ' cost per hundred square feet for the warp winding
operation.
Standard cost for the bobbin winding operation is determined similarly to
that for spool winding except that (again supposing we are dealing with
18 x 14 mesh) we must use as a weight unit one half the weight per one hundred square feet of woven 14 x 14 mesh.
To determine the weaving cost per hundred square feet, assuming that
weavers are paid on an hourly basis, we must first determine the average square
foot production per hour. This, multiplied by the number of looms one weaver
operates (twelve has been suggested), and divided by the pay rate per hour,
will result in a unit cost square foot for the weaving operation and is readily
convertible to the hundred square foot unit. Standards for loom fixing, tension
adjustment and cloth removal can be determined in like manner after it has
been ascertained over what area the jurisdiction of the crews extends.
When the foregoing costs are assembled, we will then have the total winding
and weaving direct labor cost for the given mesh and grade, irrespective of
width. Since insect wire screening is generally produced in standard widths
from 24" to 48" in two -inch steps, it will be found that working from 30"
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as a base will result in a sufficiently accurately standard for any width of a
mesh of a specific gauge and grade.
Finishing Material Standards
When it comes to finishing, there is added material cost. Again steel mesh
will supply the example. Standard practice dictates that a fixed percentage of
zinc be deposited on the cloth. For the purpose of illustration, it may be assumed that this ratio is to be 51/2 per cent and that the mesh is again 18 x 14.
In this instance 51/2 per cent of 12.8 pounds (which is the weight per hundred square feet of 18 x 14 mesh) will give the number of pounds of zinc to
be deposited on one hundred square feet of cloth. This figure, multiplied by
the cost per hundred pounds of zinc anodes, gives the material cost per one
hundred square feet of wire.
In the event that a lacquer finish is also applied in this operation, the additional material cost is determined on an area basis by dividing the cost per
gallon of the mixture used by the coverage per gallon. Once the standard
painting mixture has been established, it is worked out to a cost per gallon
which is divided by the number of square feet covered per gallon to arrive
at the unit painting cost for the product.
Standard packing and wrapping material cost is determined quite simply.
The principal material items in packing are bungs, cartons and paper. The
cost per hundred square foot of cloth for cartons can be determined fairly accurately by dividing the number of square feet in a 100 foot roll 30" wide into
the cost of the carton. If the roll is wrapped in paper, cost can be determined
by dividing the square feet of wire cloth contained in the roll into the cost of
the weight of paper required, together with the cost of bungs used (inserts in
the ends of each roll).
Finishing Direct Labor Standards

/

The direct labor cost for electro- galvanizing per hundred square feet of
cloth can be determined by ascertaining the speed at which each mesh is run
through the tanks on a basis of direct labor cost per tank hour. The unit cost
for direct labor on painting is also determined by the average number of square
feet produced per tank hour and, of course, is based on full capacity. Variances
will result if all vats are not operated to capacity.
The packing department has two classes of direct labor, one of which is
winding and inspecting and the other papering. The direct labor cost per unit
for winding can be determined from the average number of square feet turned
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out within a given time by an operator and the papering cost can be determined
in like manner.
Overhead Standards

as

From the description of the composition of this standard, it will be apparent
that losses on wire wasted are not charged as part of the material cost. They
are deducted from the total amount of wire used from stores so that the net
wire used in cloth produced can readily be matched against the standard
amount required and wire variances thus confined to price, weight differences
due to off gauge wire, or inventory errors.
Waste wire losses are picked up as a direct overhead item to which are added
any other losses sustained from defects in weaving. These are ordinarily disclosed in the inspecting and wrapping operation. In the determination of the
unit standard cost for losses, historical data must be largely relied upon. On
determination, the allowance is worked out as a fixed percentage of the standard unit material cost for wire.
The calculation of a standard unit cost for each of the other direct (cost
center) overhead items is arrived at on historical data
to cost per loom hour
for direct overhead expense exclusive of losses. Total cost per loom hour
divided by the hourly production for each mesh will result in the unit overhead cost per hundred square feet for direct overhead for the product. Standard cost of items of overhead can be determined for each mesh in a similar
manner, to the extent necessary, on the basis of available historical data.
Mill service standard costs (plant as distinguished from cost center overhead) are determined in ratio to the sum of direct labor and direct overhead.
The combined unit cost of direct labor and direct overhead for any given mesh
is multiplied by the burden percentage thus computed to obtain general burden
standard cost.
Naturally, the determination of the burden percentage should be based on
an estimated production schedule. It is obvious that this percentage will fluctuate with any changes in production. However, when this happens, the variation between actual and standard burden cost can readily be explained as a
volume variance.
As with direct overhead for winding and weaving, there is historical data
available to determine a standard unit cost of cost center overhead for electrog4vanizing, lacquering and painting. When calculated on any one mesh, this
overhead cost can be re- worked to cover any other mesh desired. This is particularly true because the speeds are varied in proportion to the mesh of wire
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being plated. The plant burden percentage is the same as is used for winding
and weaving and is applied to direct finishing costs of a particular mesh in the
same way, i.e., the burden percentage is multiplied by total unit cost of direct
labor and direct overhead for the particular finishing operation.
Direct overhead items for the packing and wrapping center can usually be
broken down from historical data to determine the total cost of direct overhead which, together with the burden cost obtained in the same manner as
for previous operations, gives the total unit standard cost of the final operation.
Using the Standard Costs at Monthly Closings
A complete set of standard costs is now available if the determinations described have been made in any particular instance. It remains to apply these
standards to the accounting procedure for production, inventories and sales.
After the current month's production sheets have been compiled to show the
total square feet produced in each mesh and grade, the unit standard cost for
each item of cost in each cost center is applied and extended for the number
of square feet produced. The resulting total is the aggregate standard cost of
production for the month. Actual costs for the same period, analyzed to correspond with the standards classifications, are accumulated from payroll analysis,
analysis of purchase register and journal entries. Detail of material and supplies usage goes back to perpetual inventory records.
When total actual cost of production has been assembled, manufacturing cost
variance is determined and entered directly to cost of sales. In like manner,
all sales are costed at standard and from this tabulation the total standard cost
of sales is obtained. (If it is desired to state finished goods inventories at approximate actual costs, this can readily be done by determining the percentage
of manufacturing cost variance to total standard cost and adjusting the inventory value by this percentage.) Upon completion of these steps, actual and
standard cost of production, standard cost of sales, and value of semi - finished
and finished goods inventories are available. In addition, manufacturing cost
variance has been ascertained.
The monthly reports can now be prepared from the work sheets of actual
and standard cost compilations. A report is issued to management, showing in
one column the actual cost of each item in each cost center, in another the
standard cost, and in a third column the related variance. It is also essential
to explain the cause of unusual variances. These may have been caused by price
changes, extraordinary expense (as may sometimes be the case in repairs),
changes in production methods or rates, inventory errors, etc.
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Standard Labor Costs for Rayon
Finishers
by EDWARD NADZIEJKA
Cost Accountant, Associated Dyeing and Printing Co., Paterson, N. J.

Among specialized industries is the dyeing or finishing of cloth by
processors who serve textile converters on a piece goods basis. Here
it is labor which requires co>frol. The procedure described in the
present case study deals with the establishment of departmental capacity in hours, standards for direct labor operations, budgets for indirect
labor, and various reports to assist foremen in cost control.
HE
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FINISHING

of textiles made of synthetic fibres
T has grown into a multi - million dollar industry.
These man -made fibres —
rayon, nylon, acetate, bemberg and others —have taken the place of the natural
fibre silk and have made it possible to eliminate the laborious hand labor operations prevalent in silk processing. While the new industry has grown, cost
accounting technique has not kept pace with it. Perhaps this is because of the
many operations through which the cloth must pass and the difficulty in setting
up standards posed by the technicalities within the operations, especially those
related to dyeing and printing.

A Competitive Industry
The textile dyeing and finishing industry centered first in the Passaic Valley
area of New Jersey and gradually spread to the New England states and later
through the southern states, mainly along the eastern seaboard. In the Passaic
Valley area today, there are approximately forty-five concerns of varying sizes.
Some companies employ only twenty-five persons. The largest employ about
one thousand people. Many establishments are still living within the production philosophy of World War II and, since — unlike other industries — prices
are governed by the small enterprise, high cost on one hand and price- cutting
on the other have not infrequently driven prices below out -of- pocket costs and
have brought about a high mortality rate in the industry.
The dyeing and finishing industry is by nature a commission business, and
the converter, who is the wholesale outlet and sells mainly to the garment industry, is the center of the industry. The raw product or greige goods, although
it comes directly to the dyer and finisher from the weaving mills, belongs to the
converter. After the commission dyer has turned out the finished product, the
cloth is shipped to the converter or to his accounts. The bulk of the finished
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work is sent into the New York area but of late other areas, including St. Louis
and, to a less extent, California have also developed into a market.
The position of the dyer and finisher has been threatened by a trend toward
vertical integration which has taken in not only the weaving of the greige
goods and converting functions but has now turned to include also the dyeing,
printing and finishing of these goods. Such an evolution has awakened the
commission dyer to seek the facts on production costs, profit margin, effects of
volume, and new methods and ways of obtaining control over costs. There has
been a dearth of such data in the rayon dyeing and finishing industry, with
virtually no literature available on standard costs in this industry, to which one
can turn for guidance.
The Program and the Obstacles
With the return of the competitive market in the industry following the close
of World War. II, it was decided by our company, a commission dyer and
finisher, to begin to ascertain production costs, plant efficiency and the profit volume relationship. It was further decided that a standard cost installation
would be attempted, not on a historical basis, but by time study methods. The
standard cost program was made the main objective for the present. With such
a system of cost accounting, we planned on compiling production costs departmentally as well as operationally. Moreover, with a sufficient volume of time
study data, down -time cost and expected production could be calculated and
speeds of equipment could be determined for various qualities. With production
figures available for various units it would be possible also to determine plant
efficiency and control labor costs. We hoped to reap the advantages realized
from standard cost installations in other major industries.
There are many variables in processing synthetic cloths on a piece goods
basis. The number of shades per order, the number of colors to be printed,
the length of the piece, the number of pieces per order and other such factors
vary the cost per yard so widely that this figure for one lot is not significant as
a standard for another. The bulk of the handling of the cloth is done on a roll
basis. Each roll ranges in its yardage content because of size of order or weight
per yard of cloth. Thus, on a yardage basis, unit cost per operation differs for
each roll. In the printing operation, unit costs *ill vary considerably because
of the size of the order, the number of combinations to be printed, the number
of colors on the patterns and because of the pattern itself. The setup time in
the printing operation, and the sampling time also, are almost as great in some
cases as the production time.
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These variable factors occur mostly in machines or operations in which the
machine speed is variable due to quality mix. Quality mix refers to the variability of qualities which may be processed on a specific unit or type of machine.
Since there is a wide range of mixtures in quality construction, the variations
are almost innumerable, both as to weight and type of weave.
The main problem faced centered about the most important cost factor in the
dyeing and finishing industry, i.e., the labor element of the operation and its
control. The discussion in this paper will be limited to the development of cost
control for labor, direct and indirect, and the measurement of efficiency through
standards. Because of the abnormal operating conditions experienced during
the war years, historical data helped very little. It, therefore, became necessary
to spend considerable time in the analysis of present day payrolls and operating
conditions anj. to coordinate the information gleaned from such analysis with
the technical knowledge of the process foremen.
Operating Capacities and Production Standards
Operating capacity of each department was set on a direct labor hour basis.
This basis was chosen because it would simplify computation of capacity. Each
machine or bank of machines was analyzed for the amount of labor required
for its operation. The machines or groups which required only one operator
apiece needed only to be added and multiplied by forty hours. Machine units
which required a number of persons to maintain them required a brief calculation. However, for practical purposes it may be said that, in either case, establishing the capacity of a department on a direct labor hours basis requires only
a quick addition of the hours worked from the payroll sheets to determine the
capacity status for the week.
The following table, containing hypothetical figures, is illustrative of the
two situations:
DEPARTMENT I
(One operator to a machine)
No. of machines
Employees per shift
W eekly hours per s hift
Number of shifts
Total Hours
Hours per department at
100% capacity

BEAMER
3
3
40
1
100

EMBOSSER
3
3
40
2
240
360

DEPARTMENT 2
(Certain machines call for
more than one operator)
DRYERS
EXTRACTORS
2
I
7
I
40
40
3
3
840
120
960

It is important to note here that in the dyeing and finishing industry utilization of capacities cannot be pre - planned as in industries which process their
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STANDARD COSTS PER THOUSAND YARDS
Department I
LABOR COST
40 HOURS

80,000 yards
40,000 yards

$40.00
$40.00

STANDARD COST PER
THOUSAND YARDS

.50
$1.00

$

Beaming
Embossing

I M A C H IN E
40 HOURS

Department I Payroll
Week ending
D. L.
HOURS
WORKED

TOTAL PAYROLL
DIRECT LABOR
6 MEN

OVERTIME

SHIFT DIFFERENTIAL

348

$375.00

$72.00

$3.00

Department I Production
Beaming
Embossing

230,000 yards for the week
140,000 yards for the week
Standard Cost of Production
230,000 X .50
140,000 X $1.10
$

Beaming
Embossing

$115.00
140.00
$255.00

EXHIBIT 1

own products. Since dyeing and finishing is a commission business, there are
no raw materials to be scheduled for use or finished goods inventories to be
replenished. The converter decides on shades, patterns and types of finish
required and the dyer has no control over specifications, of which he will have
only short notice at best.
In illustrating the approach to efficiency determination, it may help to follow
through the use of the figures shown for Department II. If it has been determined from the weekly payroll sheet that this particular department has worked
a total of 864 hours, the capacity would be computed at ninety per cent (864
divided by 960) . This is the operating per cent of capacity for the current
week.
The next step is to calculate the efficiency of the direct labor. It is here that
the production standards are involved and the calculation of labor efficiency is
begun only after the standards for various units of actual production have been
approved by the department foreman. All variables considered, the direct labor
hours at standard that should have been used during the week are determined
to compare with the actual. The standards include standard running time plus
setup time and the usual fatigue, personal needs and unavoidable delay allow1338
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antes. The comparison is worked for each cost center whether it has one operation or twelve operations.
The time studies and production figures were set up with the idea in mind
of high - lighting the inefficiencies in methods to the foreman who in most cases
overlooks inefficient operation because of the "we have been doing it that way
for years" attitude. New methods were devised and work flow re- routed as an
integral part of the study of each department. The resulting standards are subject to recheck at the request of the foreman after a trial period if they are, in
his opinion, "too tight."

WEEKLY LABOR VARIANCE REPORT

(

(

(

Week ending 1/7/50
Current
Previous
Week
Week
$375.00
255.00
120.00)
24.00)
3.00)

(

93.00)
(120.00)

Dept.

#I

DIRECT LABOR
Actual Direct Labor Cost
Standard Direct Labor Cost
Variance from Standard
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
Premium Hour Overtime Pay
Shift Differential
Machine Breakdown
Other
Performance Variance
TOTAL VARIANCES
%

%

73.3
Direct Labor Efficiency
96.6
Direct Labor Capacity
Figures in parentheses () represent unfaao; able variances.

EXHIBIT 2

Direct Labor Variance and Efficiency Determination
The actual working out of the direct labor efficiency determination on a labor
dollar basis employs the information set out in Exhibit 1 , which develops departmental dollar standards for particular operations and is embodied in Exhibit
2, Weekly Labor Variance Report.
The variance from standard shown in the top section of Exhibit 2 results from
offsetting standard and actual payroll carried forward from Exhibit 1. In the
middle section of Exhibit 2, there are separated the variations from standard
over which the foreman has limited control, namely, premium overtime pay,
shift differential (if any) and machine breakdowns. This puts the report on a
straight -time basis and permits disclosure of a remainder or "performance"
variance. To arrive at efficiency, actual direct labor cost (less premium overJ U L Y , 1951
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time pay, shift differential and machine breakdown) is divided into standard
cost. In this case it is $375 less the sum of $24 and $3, divided into $255. The
result is 73.3 per cent. Capacity for the week is arrived at by dividing hours
worked, 348, by the capacity figure of 360 developed earlier in this article. So
doing gives a capacity figure for the week of 96.6 per cent. Also, as a glance
of Exhibit 2 will show, the previous week's figures are to be copied in from
the last report to show changes in efficiency and capacity.
Since the reports are submitted to top management and the foreman not later
than two days after the succeeding pay period has begun, the foreman and
management have three days of the week in which to check recurrence of the
deficiencies. While the report does not go into complete detail, it does help.
In this case, if the foreman reduced the overtime figure by one -half for the
next week and maintained his production, he would increase his efficiency 5.4
per cent. It is such evaluation of efficiency that enables labor control to be established, resulting in lower unit costs.
Peculiarities of the Printing Operation
While such a simple way of calculating operating efficiency is sufficient to
control those departments which have no peculiar problems, a more difficult
situation arises with respect to the control of the print shop. In the roller
printing operation, the variables of the operation are the running time for
equivalent yardage of different patterns and the number of changes in color
combinations which will occur. The speed at which a particular cloth can run,
printing a specific pattern, depends in large part on the pattern itself. Some
patterns will run better at a slow speed while others may run at a high speed
and will fit the design of the pattern accurately. As to colors, each pattern may
have one or more shades on which several colors will be applied to make the
design. Each shade will take a different group of colors to make up the pattern. The variability in the change occurs because each change may not require
that the same number of colors pans be taken out.
In making a time study for a particular pattern, the entire operation was broken down into five components, namely, setup, running, combination changes,
strikeoffs (samples), and take -down time. Thus, each component was capable
of being studied separately and standard times evolved for that particular part
of the operation. After calculation of the standard times and approval by the
foreman, a schedule was prepared which looked something like that in Exhibit
3. The tables are by no means complete but suffice to show the idea upon
which the standard for printing is predicated.
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SCHEDULE OF PATTERN PRINTING STANDARDS
SET UP TIME
N O . OF DOCTOR
BLADES PUT IN

I COLOR
JOB

2 COLOR
JOB

3 COLOR
JOB

4 COLOR
JOB

2
3
4

25 min.
30 min.
38 min.

40 min.
48 min.
59 min.

55 min.
66 min.
80 min.

70 min.
84 min.
101 min.

RUNNING TIME

STRIKEOFFS

Quality 1 -35 min. per M. yards
2-40 min. per M. yards
3 -50 min. per M. yards
4-55 min. per M. yards

I sample 30 min.
2
—45 min.
3
—60 min.
4
—75 min.

COMBINATION CHANGE

TAKE DOWN TIME

No. of color boxes

wash ad and scraped
I wash
0 scrape
I wash
I scrape
I wash
2 scrape

Time in minutes
15
20
26

I
2
3
4

color
color
color
color

job
job
job
job

30 min.
45 min.
60 min.
75 min.

NOTE: Time values shown are not actual
EXHIBIT 3

To calculate the standard cost of the print department operations for a week
requires an analysis of each pattern printed. One of the distinct advantages of
this is that standard costs can be measured against actual costs either in dollars
or hours for the entire department, a particular machine or an individual pattern. In order to demonstrate the way in which a standard for a pattern is
calculated, the figures below may be assumed to represent a typical order:
Number of colors in pattern: 2 colors, 4 blades put in.
Yards to be printed: 10,000 yards of quality I.
Number of combination changes: 3.
Number of boxes washed or scraped: Combination 1 -1 wash, Combination 2 1 wash and I scrape, Combination 3 -1
wash.
Strikeoffs: 3 samples.
Actual time to complete: I I hours (obtained from print shop records)
Calculation of Standard Cost
(all time values taken from Exhibit 3)
Set up time: 2 colors 4 blades
59 min.
Run:
10,000 yds Cia 35 min p/m yds
350 min.
Combination change: Combination 1 -1 wash 0 scrape
15 min.
Combination 2 -1 wash I scrape
20 min.
Combination 3 -1 wash 0 scrape
15 min.
Strikeoffs:
3
60 min.
Takedown time:
2 color job
45 min.
Total allowed time in minutes
Total allowed time in hours

564 min.
9.4

Efficiency per cent (9.4 = I I Actual time)
J U L Y , 19 5 1
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Analyses such as these, when made for each pattern and multiplied by a
machine hour rate, comprise the standard cost figure to be matched against
the actual labor cost for the department after all patterns have been analyzed
for the particular week and added together.
Indirect Labor
Indirect labor is, of course, more difficult to control, but by means of a simple
budget, it can be shown whether or not too much time is being put to nonproductive labor. By studying operating capacities for a number of periods, it
is possible to take the indirect labor at varying levels and plot it on a chart to
Indirect Labor

Budget

Dept. I
Indirect Labor
ap.

Class

Per Cent of Capacity

601 651 70

75

80

85

90

95

100

Eaterial Handlers (2)

$70

70

80

80

80

80

95

95

95

(1)

$35

35

40

40

40

1

140

50

50

55

$105

105

120

120

120

14-5 1 145

150

Markers

120

EXHIBIT 4

determine the budget figure. The least squares method of plotting a curve on
a scatter graph is one method. Or a rough line drawn without statistical methods can be utilized in developing the figures. For our purposes we analyzed a
year's records to arrive at a budget figure. This gave us fifty weeks at varying
operating capacities as a base.
To illustrate the procedure for reporting indirect labor variance to foremen,
the budget for Department I may be assumed to be as in Exhibit 4. If the percentage of capacity operated is 95 per cent (as developed in Exhibit 2), the
second column from the right gives the budget figures to be used. Thus, with
actual cost and budget known, the same analysis of the variance is made as with
direct labor, the only difference being that "standard cost" is now "budget ".
Nor is efficiency computation involved. The form used is given in Exhibit 5.
Since our budget is on a five -day week, there is no problem of a calendar
difference to be calculated, such as occurs in monthly budgets. This budget is a
simple illustration, but it does serve as a guide to the supervisor or foreman to
tell him what is happening each week in his nonproductive labor cost.
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WEEnY INDIRECT LABOR VARIANCE REPCRT

Week Ending 1/7/50
Current
Meek

Previous
Week

$150.00
145.0o
(

Dept. #1

5.00)

INDIRECT LABOR

Actual Cost
Budget
Variance from Budget

AMLYSIS OF VARIANCE
(

3.00)

Premium Hour Overtime Pay
Shift Differential

(

2.00)

95

Performance

% Capacity

Figures in parentheses () represent unfavorable
variances.
EXHIBIT 5

More Informed Operation
Although our standard cost system and indirect labor budget are simple in
character, they have accomplished or will accomplish several purposes. They
have enabled us to control our largest cost element and to measure the efficiency
of our operations. As a second principal objective, they have permitted more
accurate operational costing.
Further than this, production control is a natural outgrowth of the system.
Since machine capacities are now known, it will be possible to schedule work
loads so that delivery dates can be more accurately given to the customer. Last
but not least, the information at hand will enable us to develop the data necessary to set up cost control by a flexible budgeting system.
J U L Y , 1951
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WHEN ACTUAL COSTS ARE NEEDED
FROM STANDARD COSTS
MANY

COM PA NI ES

HAVING

STANDARD

are concerned about their use on defense contracts subject to renegotiation or
entered into on a cost -plus fee basis. The

P O I N T S

COSTS

question has been raised whether it will
be necessary or advisable to abandon standard costs for accounting purposes in these
cases. Even if standard costs were to be
acceptable to the Government, in specific
instances, this does not necessarily obviate
the problem. Where price is determined by
cost, a company writing off variances would
be at a disadvantage in comparison with a
company which used actual job costs and,
therefore, had no variances to write off.
Where there are a few large contracts,
reversion to actual costs for accounting
might be advisable, with standards retained
for purposes of cost control. On the other
hand, where the nu mber of orders or contracts is large and the individual order is
small and varied, the clerical task of maintaining individual job costs may be appalling. In such cases the problem may be
solved by continuing the use of standards
but recording actual costs on the books,
ra ther than disposing of them in the usual
manner, by spreading variances over the
standard costs. For example, if total net
variances in a given period were ten per
cent of total standard cost earned during
the period, actual cost on each part, assembly, job, etc., would be rr o per cent of
standard cost. Whether this calculation
should be on a plant -wide ba sis or by cost
centers is a matter for the individu al company to determine.
In manufacturing companies in which
materials are recorded at standard cost, and
price varia nces a re written off u pon receipt
rather than upon use, objection might be
raised to spreading such variances over
materials actually used during the period.
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Very substantial distortion could occur
where prices are rising and where ma terials
are being received at a much faster rate
than that of current processing. In such
cases, it may be advisable to carry inventories of raw materials and purchased parts
at actual rather than at standard cost.
ALW YN M. HARTOGENSIS, Paterson

KEEP THE STANDARDS AND ANALYZE
THE VARIANCES
O N E OF T H E M A N Y PROBLEMS which
cost accountants must face today is that of

cost variances from standard. Despite economic control measures, an effect of the
accelerated defense program has been spiraling material and labor costs, as well as
higher spoilage as a result of new and
inefficient help. These factors all result in
off - standard performance and cost variances.
W e can either eliminate variances which
are not tru e performance variances by continual revision of standard costs to reflect
added material, labor and overhead charges
or we can maintain present standard costs
and dispose of the variances under procedures calling for careful analysis to determine their causes.
The choice between these two alternatives
involves a consideration of just wha t standard costs are. The sta ndard cost of a manufactured product may be defined as a predetermined cost based upon engineering
specifications which indicate what the cost
ought to be if men, money, materials and
methods are combined to operate a plant at
a reasonable degree of efficiency. It is an
attainable standard and one which an organization can be held responsible for meeting. An accounting system using standard
N. A. C. A. BULLETIN

tem. Among these variances are the fol-

O F
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E

W

costs is employed because of many advantages. Among these are:
Standard costs are an aid to management in development of price and production policies.
Quantity and time standards are a
means of measurement of the efficiency
with which men, money, materials and
methods are coordinated in the production of economic goods.
The "principle of exception" can be
brought into use to point out to management good or poor performance.
What we must do now becomes clearer.
We must so use a standard cost system that
its advantages are realized. It can readily
be seen that all three of those listed above
may become in
if we continually
revise standard costs where there has been
no change in method or material u sed. W e
should, therefore, attempt to dispose of
variances with the aid of a dequa te ana lysis
rather than eliminate them by frequent revision of standards. Variances which are
within the control of management and reflect conditions of waste, inefficiency and
below - standard performance should be written off to profit and loss. On the other
hand, variances beyond the control of management, should be apportioned to work in- process, finished goods and cost of goods
sold accounts.
FRANK BARRINGTON, Newark

VARIANCES TO COMPLETE THE
EARNINGS ANALYSIS
which are seldom
considered in the average run of standard
cost systems. Such omissions may be attributed to faulty initial setup of the sysTH E R E A R E V A R I A N C E S
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lowing:
I. Effect of volume level of opera tions on
achievement of standard performance.
2. Mark -up variance, i.e., variation in expected profit because of cha nge in relationship of standard cost to standard
selling price.
3. Variety variance, i.e., departure from
standard mix of products sold in the
period.
While a ll businessmen are aware of the
importance of sufficient volume, many are
confused in thinking on this subject. It is
helpful to prepare a ca reful annual budget
reduced for use to monthly or period figures. The budget should be based on a
definite sales forecast and must indicate precisely the budgeted net profit. The effect
of volume, gained or lost, is three -fold. In
the first place, change in sales volume will
cause measurable gain or loss of profit.
Likewise, failure to recover fixed expenses
in production volume will reflect definite
loss of profit and excess recovery will reflect a gain. In the third place, wherever
the manufacturing activity does not coincide with sales activity, this factor also will
result in a calculable variance in budgeted
profit.
As to mark -up and variety variances, it
is similarly important and practicable to
disclose their effects. A standard ratio of
mark -up from standard manufacturing cost
(or from tota l cost) is recognized to establish a standard selling price. Whenever,
therefore, the actual selling price is more or
less than the standard, a variance occurs
cau sing a ga in or loss. Likewise, when the
relative profit value of sales differs from
the budgeted ratios, a variety or mix variance occurs.
All of these variances should be shown
on the analytical earnings statement, as
modifications of budgeted profit.
MARTIN H. KOPP, New York
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Standard Costs in a Small Steel Company
by A. J. PENZ
Associate Professor of Accounting, University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa, Ala.

This concise report on a standard cost system in operation in a company having scrap steel as its raw material and producing a diversity
of finished items, adds one to the increasing number of articles which
have served to make it clear that standard costs are as adaptable as
they are serviceable. Although the standards are used for more than
one purpose, attention is directed principally to their uses for cost control and to the employment of quantity or dollar standards, as may be
appropriate to particular objectives.

that standard costs are widely used but it is also known
Ithat the full potentialities
of standard costing are yet to be developed. No
T IS W ELL A GREED

doubt there are some plants that are operating with "predetermined" costs for
one or all of their cost elements without management's realizing that such costs
are a form of standard. In addition, there are establishments using standard
costing procedures where management does not derive the full potential benefits.
Further there are managements which, for one reason or another, consider
standard costs out of their realm. Whenever the topic of standard costs is
brought up, many executives and accountants rationalize this position by saying
that standard costing is all right for large establishments but these "complicated" procedures are just not applicable in their particular case. This and like
attitudes may be due, in part at least, to the fact that when standard costing is
discussed, prominent companies are frequently named.
Standard Costs and Company Size
Hence, although it stands beyond question that standard costing is an effective
managerial tool, many firms are reluctant to venture into the field. In "How
Standard Costs Are Being Used Today for Control, Pricing, Budgeting: A
Survey" by Dr. Walter B. McFarland (journal of Accountancy, February,
1950), the claim is made that neither the nature of the process, the kinds of
products, nor rapidly changing conditions prevent the effective use of standards.
The same article also suggests that, when a company is large enough to need
records and reports to keep management in touch with operations, standard
costs seem applicable. This measure of size is somewhat indefinite as not all
managements feel the need for reports under similar conditions. Therefore, an
objective measure still needs to be established by means of which management
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can judge, in a general way, the applicability of standard costs to a given establishment. To many of the smaller, borderline firms, such an objective criterion
can be of considerable value.
But what is a small company —or a large one for that matter? Numerous
articles have been written on procedures and controls for small manufacturing
establishments, but none of them have stopped to define smallness or to distinguish it from bigness. This should not b difficult although it is not our

main concern here.
Many bases can be used for establishing the size of a given firm, depending
on the purpose for which the size is to be determined. Some of these measures
are: number of employees, dollar value of product output, unit product output,
sales volume, dollar value added in manufacturing process, and capital investment. Since one of the major objectives of standard costing is managerial control, .it would seem that size in terms of the number of employees would be a
sound basis for gauging applicability of the standard cost method, especially if
norms were developed for given industries. Obviously other factors, such as
availability of trained personnel, management attitude, and the manufacturing
process would also be determining factors.
The Company, the Products, and the Processes
This article reports on a company acknowledged not to b e in the "large"
bracket. Convincing proof that the standard method of costing serves useful
functions in a comparatively small steel plant is afforded by the experience of
the Connors Steel Company. Since the firm produces a variety of products, the
standard cost system is quite challenging. Yet it is simple enough to arouse
the interest of the most ardent skeptics. A complete description of the procedures for all of the departments is beyond the scope of this article. An
attempt is first made to portray the nature of the plant, operations, and products.
Thereafter, the setting of standards, functional analysis of standard procedure
and variance analysis are presented as applied to the rolling mill.
Located in the iron and steel center of the South, the Connors Steel Company
manufactures reinforcing bars, cotton ties, merchant bars, tobacco hoops, box
strappings, steel fence posts, and kindred products. The plant consists of an
"L"- shaped building at one end of which the rolling mill is located. The
various fabricating divisions and the warehouse are located at the other end.
There are three auxiliary buildings housing, respectively, the electric furnaces,
the machine shop, and the repair shop. The plant offices are in a separate
J U L Y , 1951
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structure. The firm employs four hundred workers, of which fifty are supervisors and office personnel.
The raw material consists of scrap steel, which is remelted, and used rails,
which are re- rolled. The rails are first broken into required lengths. These
lengths are then ready for the pre - heating furnace after which they are split
and rolled according to specified sizes of reinforcing bars and other shapes for
special manufacturing processes. Any lengths too short for rolling go into
the remelting scrap which is converted into billets in the electric furnaces. These
billets are stored according to chemical specification until they are needed by
the rolling mill. After preheating, the billets are rolled into hot rolled strip
and other products.
The reinforcing bars are stored in the warehouse according to size. Upon
receipt of a customer's specification, the bars are cut and formed into any desired
shape. The coils of hot rolled strip for cotton ties are cut to length and
bundled, with buckles added, after which they are ready for shipment or transfer
to the finished goods stockroom. The hoop steel is coiled and stored upon
coming off the rolling mill. The hoop shop converts the steel into either tight
or slack barrel hoops. The following operations are preformed: cutting, punching, beading, riveting, and expanding. The specialty shop converts purchased
materials and rolling mill products into various forms, such as concrete bar supports and spacers, fence posts, and highway specialties.
The flow of the raw material to the finished products is illustrated diagrammatically in Exhibit 1. There it takes on an appearance of proliferation from
which it would seem that the establishment of standards and the incorporation
of standard costs in the books of account would be quite difficult if not impossible. However, such is not the case since Connors Steel Company is now using
standards for the measurement of performance, for managerial control, for
budgeting, and for product costing.
Departmentalization and Account Structure
One of the first and most important prerequisites in the use of standards is a
sound, well- defined, organization structure. With such an organization structure, authority is duly delegated to a specific individual and the individual's
responsibility is commensurate with this authority. The Connors Steel organization chart for the manufacturing phase of operations is shown in Exhibit 2.
This is perhaps the place to point out that the distinct departmentalization and
proper account classification which are essential for effective standard costing,
are also in themselves conducive to sound management.
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CONNORS STEEL COMPANY
of Plant Operations

Symbols Used :
A.F. - Activity Factor
Prod - Pro act

PURCHASED RAW

SCRAP INVENTORY
(Foundry, Structural end
Plate Be led & Home Ccrn

UNBROEEN REROLLING RAILS
1RD DEPT. (Rail Preparation
.F. - D.L. Ere. , Breaking

YARD DEPARTMENT (Storage of
In ote & Brokan Relle)
A.BB. - Net Tone Handled

ELECTRIC FURNACE DEPARTMENT
A.F. - Department Hours
Prod - Billet Site In ote

NOS. 2 & 3 ROLLING MILLS
A.F. - Mill Hours
INGOT PRODUCTS
H.R. StrlR

I

I

Buckle

Merchant I

Tee

Re1nPorclng

WAREHOUSE & ` HIPPING DEPT.

MERCHART BARS
hip ed ae Polled

FINISHING DEPT.
General -D.L. Hours
r

I

FABRICATING DEPARTMENT
A.F. -D L. Hoare

Bundling & Loading: Stock

Readers: Tobacco Hoop
A F
- M h� . f l o u r .

Length Ra!aPnctlng Bnre

Buckle Machine:C -Tie Bklsl

�

Shearing & Bending: Fab rlpated Re ! nf. Bare
A.F. - D.L. Hours

.

Morgan Shre.:Cotton TIee
A.F. - Mnchina Hours
!organ Shre : Baling Bands
F - Ma ch in e Ho ur s

SPECIALTY DEPARTMENT
A.F. - D.L. Hours
Prod. - Reinf.Bar Supports

::.ader Shrs : H.R.Strip,Cut
Ma c hi ne Ho ur s
Shears & Strnlghtener:
Anglee & Bnnde
A.F. - Machine Hours
Cold Forming: An g l e s
A F. - Mach ine Hour.
Flntlay!ng Machine: Box
Strapping
A.F. - Machine Hours
I Be nding: H.R.Strip In Coll
I A T - - C —V H ou r s
I

WAREHOUSE & SHIPPING DEPT.
(Loading Finished Products)
A F - Net. Tone Shinned'

TOTAL SALE Re i nf o r c i ng B a r e
Co t t o n Ti e s
Merchant Bare

Tobacco Hoop
Box Strapping
Cold Formed Angles
Fence Poet
Spirals
Re1nf. Bar Supports
Baling Bands

FENCE POST DEPARTMENT
A.F. - D. L. Roure
Prod - Studded Tee Fence
na t

COMMERCIAL DEPARTMENTS
A.F. - Mill Hours to Produce Sees
Total Expense Is Added to
Cost of Sales, Finished

EXHIBIT 1

Each department, as a responsibility unit, is charged with all costs over which
it has control. (For the purpose of product costing, costs over which the
organizational unit has no control are also allocated to it.) As represented in
its controllable costs, each department thus has its own accounts. Within the
JULY, 1951
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CONNORS STEEL COMPANY
ORGANIZATION CHART

WORKS NANAGIR
Sh17 D 1ng 6
P, W .
Co n t r o l

FT g,
De Ft.
PIT11T
SUPER I RTENDERT
Ae e t ,

Es pi n ys ant
Mo nnge r

N e t e l l ur Rl e t

PRODUCING DEPARTMENTS

Te r d
Porer

El e c tr ic
Fu r ne c
Fo re rn

po l l l o g
MS11

Fl nt e h l o g
Fc r em e

SbIYICE

MochoQScel
Foresee

P o l l Sh o p
Forame

Fe b r S t a t i n g
For ern

Spe c l e l t y

DEPARTMEKTS

Fle c tr lc e l
Hyl

l2lefl

G e n. P l ant
P l a n t Guar d

EXHIBIT 2

department these accounts are further classified according to function. The
number of such departmental accounts depends on the nature of the expense
and the extent to which the expense can be classified and controlled. In all,
Connors Steel uses about seventy-five different accounts for its expense classification, with each of the producing departments having on the average about
twenty accounts. The list of accounts is not reproduced in this article, but a
cost flow chart is shown in Exhibit 3 which traces transactions from the books
of original entry, through the various general ledger accounts to the operating
statement.
Setting of Material and Labor Standards
As has been stated, the illustrative material relating to the setting of standard
costs by the company is drawn from the rolling process. For each product
rolled, a standard cost sheet is developed, as exemplified by Exhibit 4. At this
stage primary concern is with the standard for each cost element, since it is not
difficult to add the three cost elements, direct material, direct labor, and manufacturing expense, to arrive at the standard product cost. It may be assumed
that the material standard for Product A, which is rolled from Number 1 ingots,
is wanted. By means of scientific measurement, tempered by past experience, it
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is found that the yield factor for Product A is 82.97 5/c. This ratio, which
appears among the production statistics at the top of Exhibit 4, indicates that
for every ton of raw material (ingots) charged, .8297 tons of finished Product
A result under good and achievable operating conditions.
Since we are interested in the direct material cost per net ton of good product,
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CONNORS STEEL COMPANY
Standard Cost Sheet - Rolled Products
Size :' Product A - Hot Rolled Strip

Product No:

Rolled from No. 1 Ingot

Effective

PRODUCTION ST TIST CS

Net Tone

Production Per Mill Hour - Expected Actual

S -C2
7 -1 -50

Mill Hours
Per N. T.

5.75

.1739

5.20

v
field Per Cent of Charge

82.97 1
Net
Tons

STANDARD PRODUCT COST

s
iWd Eat
uantlt

Per amount

Per

ffirs
Hours

N.T.

6.6

PER.H.T.
Cost
Amount

MATERTAT, COSTIn ots Charged

1.20

Lees: Mill Scale 1.
Baled Scrap

I

Heavir Meltina Scra

N.T.

48.o6

,020

10.00

N.T.

.085

37.00

N.T.

.100

8.00

N.T.

.84
.20
z,l
3.80

6.63VI
MATERIAL COST

1,000

10.6o

DIRECT IABOR:
Tonnage Earnings

10.00

Hnurly Earnings

20.00

Incentive Eff..

Mill
Ho
Mill
Hour

,20_11

2.00
20.00
2.00

N.T.
Mill
Hour

1.74

2.00

3.48

3,48

1 Hour

.35

TOTAL DIRECT IABOR

5.22

,B

.49

1.74

MANUFACTURING EXPENSE
Rollin Mill - Hourly
- Roll Provision

Mill
Hour
Mill
Hour

19.00
2,80

-

love r Pr ovle lon

10.00

MS11
Hour
Mill
Hour

.50

N.T.

,00

.50

TOTAL MANUFACTURING EXPENSE
WAREHOUSING

1C
,10

I

N.T.

.Z

N.T.

,10
1

TOTAL STANDARD PRODUCT COST

1

5

15,74 $ 67.80

EXHIBIT 4

the yield factor divided into unity gives the amount of raw material to be
charged per net ton of product. The material cost section of Exhibit 4 indicates
that the gross charge is 1.205 tons, which, when multiplied by the standard
cost of $48 per ton, results in a gross charge of $57.84. The scrap credits are
calculated in the same manner. After the deductions for the scrap credits, the
figure of $50.69 represents the standard cost of material per net ton of good
Product A.
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It should be kept in mind that material price variance is picked up at the
time the raw material is acquired and that variances of prior departments are
segregated where incurred. Hence, the $48 per ton represents the standard
cost at which the mill is charged. The scrap allowances represent the standard
cost of the material to the electric furnace. Thus, with these standards available,
the material usage variance can readily be determined from the daily production report which will be discussed later.
More satisfactory results are obtained if labor standards are based on some
form of incentive plan. At Connors the crew composition is determined for
each product and each crew is made up of a specific number of men, some of
whom are paid on a tonnage basis and others on a production efficiency basis.
The common denominator in the rolling mill is the mill -hour. According to
time study, engineering analysis, and past experience, the incentive standard is
set at 5.2 tons per mill -hour for Product A. However, past operations reveal
that the latter standard can normally be exceeded. Therefore, the control (accounting) standard is set at 5.75 tons per mill -hour. Both figures show under
Production statistics at the top of Exhibit 4. (This method of "tightening" the
standard does not affect the earnings adversely but encourages the supervisor
to operate at the higher production level.)
The figures for the direct labor standard are developed in the applicable
section of Exhibit 4. The crew labor cost for those members paid on a tonnage
rate for a product such as this would amount to $2 per net ton. The crew labor
cost for those paid on an hourly rate amounts to $20 per mill -hour for this
product, which at the standard production of 5.75 tons per mill -hour yields a
cost of $3.48 per net ton. The efficiency incentive of $2, which applies to the
men on an hourly rate, when reduced to cost per net ton, amounts to 35 cents.
The total of $5.83 represents the standard direct labor cost per net ton of
Product A.
Manufacturing Expense Standards
While all costs are somewhat affected by the volume of operations, the manufacturing expenses are most susceptible. To eliminate the volume influence on
costs, both for control and product costing purposes, expenses are classified into
fixed and variable categories. Since the behavior of each expense item in relation to volume is recognized, a flexible budget is established. This budget constitutes the standard expense at each of the various levels of production.
A sound normal operating level is set for determining burden rates for
product costing. The effect on profits due to fluctuations from this level will
J U L Y , 1951
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be accounted for as volume variances. The normal level in the rolling mill
department is expressed in terms of mill- hours. Thus, with the mill -hours
established at a sound normal level and the amount of manufacturing expense
determiped from the flexible budget, the manufacturing expense per mill -hour
is found to be $50. This is applied in the manufacturing expense section of
Exhibit 4 and, as the standard production for Product A shows among the
production statistics as 5.75 tons per mill -hour, the hourly burden charge per
ton is found to be $8.69.
The cost of $50 per mill -hour is the same for all products rolled. The fixed
portion of power costs, i.e., the demand charge, is included in this figure.
However, there are other costs which vary with the type of product rolled. One
of these items is roll cost. The number of roll passes required and the frequency with which rolls have to be refinished or replaced depends upon the
nature of the product rolled. Therefore, each group of products has its separate
roll cost. The roll cost for Product A appears as $10 per mill -hour. When this
amount is reduced to a tonnage basis the charge per ton is $1.74. Another cost
which differs according to the product is the cost of power consumed. This
cost is measured for each type of product. Product A has a power cost of 50
cents per net ton. Hence total standard manufacturing expense per net ton of
finished Product A amounts to $10.93.
In addition, a standard cost of 35 cents per net ton for warehousing (storage
prior to fabrication) is added as a separate item on Exhibit 4. Included with
expense, it would give a standard burden cost of $11.28 per net ton of good
product.
Daily Production Report and Variance Analysis

When the schedule for direct material, direct labor and manufacturing expense are combined along with other data pertaining to Product A, the standard
product cost sheet is complete. For every ton of good Product A produced, the
rolling mill is credited with $67.45—the figure of $67.80 shown on Exhibit 4
minus 35 cents —and the inventory is charged with the same amount, the departmental variances being segregated. This procedure provides the necessary
accounting control. For managerial control, however, a daily production report
and variance analysis is developed as shown in Exhibit 5. This is compiled
from the production figures furnished by the department and other pertinent
data.
Since the material is charged to the rolling mill department at standard price,
there is no price variance at this stage. Connors places the emphasis on yield or
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usage variance expressed on a tonnage basis. The standard production figu res
can readily be converted into dollars for accounting purposes at the end of the
•

month.
From the material used section of Exhibit 5, it can be seen that 62.75 tons
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of Number 1 ingots were charged for Product A and (from the section next
above) that 51.03 net tons of the product were completed. According to Exhibit
4, the standard material allowance per net ton of product is 1.205 tons. Thus,
the production, 51.03 tons, times the standard allowance, 1.205 tons, gives the
standard material allowed, 61.50 net tons. When the actual material charged
is compared with the standard material allowed, an unfavorable variance of
1.25 tons is apparent. This unfavorable variance does not pass without notice.
It can at once be traced to the causes, which may be: (1) quality of steel, (2)
excess cropping, (3) excess spoilage (too many cobbles or faulty handling by
finishers) or (4) unforeseen causes. As soon as the cause or combination of
causes of the unfavorable variance are ascertained, corrective action can be taken.
In the direct labor hour section of the daily report, attention may be drawn
to the labor quota variance. This represents the difference from standard hours
allowed which may result from a change in the number of men on a crew.
This is the most important element in labor variance as long as production is
equal to or above standard. In view of the fact that labor is paid on incentive,
production above standard will be reflected only to a small extent in labor cost
variance. When production is below standard, labor cost variance is adversely
affected but control comes through the reported production figures.
From the production section of Exhibit 5, it can be noted that the eight
mill -hours multiplied by the standard production per mill -hour, or 5.75 tons
(see Exhibit 4) gives the standard production required or 46 net tons. However, the actual production in net tons was 51.03, reflecting a favorable variance
of 5.03 net tons, or a production efficiency of 110.93 per cent. This latter rate
is most satisfactory in the light of the previous total efficiency of 105.41
per
cent. On the other hand, if the variance were unfavorable, the causes could be
investigated and traced to excessive delays or excessive scrap, the underlying
causes for which could be determined and corrective action taken.
Control of Manufacturing Expense

•

While prime cost performance is reported daily in this way, manufacturing
expenses are not so readily controlled. Therefore, most burden items are reported on a monthly basis. However, variable items can be compared on a daily
production basis. Any excess item charged to a given department is called to
the supervisor's attention. At the end of the month, any variation between the
standard costed into production and the actual burden incurred can be broken
down into efficiency, volume, and budget variances. The conventional method
of analyzing manufacturing expense variances is followed. Due to limitations'
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of this article a detailed exp o si t i o n i s n o t g i v e n , b u t the

methodology is covered in almost all cost accounting textbooks.
Efficiency
Management is furnished
with a concise picture of the
effectiveness of monthly production of each product
th r o u g h t h e su m m a r y mo n t h l y

report illustrated in Exhibit
6. It is supplementary to the
monthly financial and other
operating reports. (One of
these displays the dollar variances for labor, price and
�o
usage variance of material,
m_ and burden efficiency, volx
xW ume, and budget variances).
With respect to Exhibit 6,
it is interesting to note how
the material usage and the
production efficiencies are
shown for each product. Production efficiency is calculated
on the basis of the control
(accounting) standard rather
than on the incentive standard. Connors feels that the
direct labor hours in terms of
crew composition is a significant item to control. It is to
be noted that both the daily
and the monthly report make
comparison of standard with
actual direct labor hours. It
J U L Y , 1951
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is possible to have a favorable production efficiency but an unfavorable labor
quota variance. This condition is reflected for Products B and C in Exhibit 6.
Successful Small Company Application of Standard Costs
In addition to the usual advantages which a standard cost system affords,
such as more satisfactory product costing and effective production control, Connors Steel also accumulates total man hours per ton of net production of each
product. In this way the effect of wages changes or taxes based on wages can
at once be determined by product lines. By means of standard costs there is
also developed a "desirability index" which indicates the relative profitableness
of the various product lines. Company executives state that the introduction of
the standard cost system revealed relationships among products and their costs
that it had been impossible to evaluate previously.
Thus it is that Connors Steel Company, a relatively small establishment, uses
a standard cost system which is incorporated in its books of accounts. The
management has the full benefits of standard costing. The successful application of this modern method of cost control illustrates that the use of standards
need not be limited to large firms. Furthermore, the use of standards need
not be overly complicated and standards can be applied to any or all cost
elements. Connors is aware that no system will turn out to be perfect, but
benefits will be derived immediately and these benefits will grow as the system
is improved.
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Estimated Standard Costs in a Plastics Company
by WILLIAM F. GRADY
Formerly Chief Cost Accountant, Plastic Manufacturers, Inc., Stamford, Conn.

The readiest approach to standard costs in a particular company at the
time when its need for better costs becomes apparent is seldom twice
the same. The company which serves as background for the accompanying article —in one of the newer industries and doing a' custom
business —made good use of the existing estimating routine.

HERE

ARE

MANY

REASONS

for adopting a standard cost system. There are

T many ways of doing so. There are a number of "degrees" of acceptance of

standard costs. Here presented is a study of a situation in which the presence
of a reliable cost estimating procedure for pricing sparked the modification of
the system of actual costs.
The case dealt with is that of a custom plastic molder engaged in the fabrication of items such as camera housings, electric iron handles, containers, etc.
The process takes in molding and as many finishing operations as are necessary.
Examples of these are sanding, drilling holes, buffing and assembling, typical
operations for finishing an item to the customer's specifications..

Cost Estimates for Pricing Purposes
As the company's estimating procedure furnished a basis for standards, it is
properly set forth at the start. Before quoting on any job, the sales department
provides a sample, a blueprint or both for study at technical sessions attended
by the plant chemist, plant engineer and plant manager. All the physical data
are figured and the requirements of the customer considered in every possible
detail. The latter may bear on the suitability of the type of plastics, whether it
is heat resistant, available in colors, degree of hardness desired, tolerances, etc.
Production problems for the order are likewise discussed in the light of information from the plant manager as to the necessary number of finishing operations to be performed and the number of pieces which can be done per hour
on each operation. Cost to manufacture, developed by the estimator on the
basis of this study, is returned to the sales department which adds the percentage
desired as profit. The prospective customer is then advised of the selling price.
J U L Y , 1951
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Costing Procedure Under Actual Costs
Under costing practice of some years' standing, the accounting department
utilized unit costs developed from cost experience. These unit costs were
checked from time to time but invariably the costs on a new job would be high
at first and, as the operators in the plant became more familiar with the work,
a marked improvement would be noticed. Hence the unit costs were subject to
a labor efficiency variable not controllable with the method of costing in force
at that time.
Moreover, plant overhead which, in the molding department, was applied on
a machine hour rate (based on overhead costs at certain levels of production)
and, in the finishing department as a percentage of overhead cost to direct labor
dollars, was thus more satisfactorily handled for general accounting than product costing. For the former purpose,* this method of accounting for overhead
was very satisfactory. It suited the production cycles, which resulted in running
at 75% of capacity during some months and at perhaps 50% in slower months.
The method also facilitated closings and served, within broad limits, to control
this portion of cost, at least from the point of knowing exactly what part of
the total expense was absorbed by the production for the period. However,
there was little or no differentiation of overhead applicable to individual departments or products.
Costing Procedure Under Estimated Standards
The sales administrative staff regarded the unit costs provided them under
this system as always out -dated and, consequently, asked for new costs on the
same item at regular intervals. An improved method of accounting for purposes of pricing or at least testing the validity of pricing estimates, was definitely called for and, as a result of the cost accountant's recommendations, certain modifications in the direction of standard costing were incorporated into
the cost system. In brief, it was decided to use the estimated costs on which
the sales department had set selling prices, under a procedure which has been
described, as the standard unit cost to be used in costing out sales and pricing
inventory.
First, a complete work -in- process ledger at actual, was set up by product
(job), containing all the elements of cost. Actual direct labor cost was charged
by product and operation to the work -in- process ledger (controlled by the general ledger). At the time of posting direct labor, the corresponding overhead
at standard rates was applied and posted. Overhead rates remained unchanged
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and overhead was accounted for in the same general manner as before but
reached individual products on the direct labor base. All material requisitions
were posted to the stores ledger and then in turn posted to the proper account
in the work -in- process ledger.
To obtain the entry for the other side of this account, invoices were sorted
about once a week and quantity totals taken off on each product. These totals
were priced at standard cost for each product and cost of sales on this basis was
credited to the corresponding product account in the work -in- process ledger.
It followed that if 100 units were made and the cost to manufacture these units
was exactly as estimated, the cost of sales credit to the product work -in- process
account would leave inventory at standard cost. More or less would represent
a variance.
Monthly Inventory
At the end of each month, an inventory of work -in- process was taken by the
accounting department. This was managed by means of a Material Movement
and Job Order Ticket, Exhibit 1, one of which accompanied every lot of goods
through the manufacturing process. The face of this form provides space for
the order number, part name, date of molding and for the inspection department to enter number of good pieces forwarded to the finishing department.
On the reverse side, space is provided for the listing of the operations progressively and for operator number and number of good pieces on each operation.
With this information, it was not a difficult task to physically inventory the
work -in- process and to value it at standard. All that was required was a listing
of the products, ticket numbers, number of good pieces and the last operation
performed.
Use of the material identification card for inventory tied the latter in with
production control, for the card served to govern quantities of product in process. Since the tickets also reflected rejects after molding and the total in the
finishing department, the production department was able to know just about
how many extra pieces to run on the job to fill the customer's order. Depending upon the quantities, customers' orders were scheduled on a series of controlling manufacturing orders, each order to cover production for not over
three or four weeks.
Cost assignment to jobs was also straight- forward. The number of the customer's order was entered on each material identification card at the time of its
origin in the production department. All the operators in the plant used this
reference number on all time tickets, material requisitions, stock entry tickets
J U L Y , 1951
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PRODUCTION DEPT.

Form No. 14— IOM -5 -50

MATERIAL MOVEMENT
& JOB ORDER TICKET

COPY

N°
SHIFT
DATE
GOOD PCS. MOLDED

_

,

—
--

P.M.I. PART NO. & NAME
MOLD ORDER NO.

4764

Oper.
No.

—

- -- -

Description

X

Molded

X

Inspected

Transferred
To:

OPERATIONS
Date

ENo.

X

Rejects

P.0

X

Stock
Movem't Tit. No.
Rework Tit. No.

DR.
C R.
EXHIBIT 1

etc. As stated, the cost department kept the actual labor charges on each manufacturing order in the product work -in- process ledger. A code number was
used on the labor charges so that after a job had been completed, the labor
and applied overhead charges on each manufacturing order could be summarized by operation.
Variance Reporting

We now had all the necessary data — opening and closing inventories, actual
cost charges, and cost of sales credit —on each product to enable the cost department to calculate the variance on material, labor and overhead by operation on
each product in process. All variations from the estimated standard unit costs
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Varian ce Rep ort

Mo ld ed

No . 44 3

53,610

Rejected

Part No.

3,012

Shipp ed

50,598

O r d e r No.

4310

Nam e

M at e r ia l
M o l d i n g 2 -1
Actual
Standard
Variance

1340.25
1288.50
51.75

Labo r

Overh ead

P 1556

G. E. Iro n H a n d le

To t a l

1072.20
996.20
- 7 U -6 5

2573.28
2389.37
183.91

4985.73
4674.07
3115

306.15
329.50

459.23
494. 'Z5

765.38

Fin ish in g;
S a n d G a t e 4 -3
Actual
Standard
(

Variance

53.35)

35.02

823.75
58.37)

429.10
503.00
73790

643.65
754.50
110.85

1072.75
1257.50
184.75)

W i p e i n P a i n t 10 - 2
Actual
Standard
Varian ce

289.00
212.10
70

433.50
318.15

722.50
530.25
192.25

In sp e ct , C le a n
Actu al
Stan dard
Varian ce

To t a l

Actual

To t a l S t a n d a rd
To t a l

Var ian ce

&

D r i l l 2 H o l e s 6 -5
Actual
Stan dard
Varian ce

115.35

W r a p 16 - 6
380.00
410.18
30.18)

570.00
615.27
45.27)

950.00
1025.45
T75.45

1340.25

2476.45

4679.66

8496.36

1288.50

2450.98

4571.54

X311.02

51.75

25.47

108.12

185.34

EXHIBIT 2

were cleared monthly through the cost of sales account. At the end of the fiscal
year the only adjustment in inventory which proved necessary related to raw
materials and, since track was kept of that portion of the inventory on a perpetual basis, only a nominal adjustment was experienced.
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The variances were disclosed to management by means of a report, like that
exemplified in Exhibit 2, which summarized one or more manufacturing orders
for the same product. The monthly variance reports were distributed as soon
after the closing as possible. A set was sent to each of the officers as well as
to the plant manager. The latter, particularly, used his to advantage. If there
was one operation on a job which showed up poorly, he would confer with the
foreman in question and discuss methods and measures necessary to improve
performance.
General Reporting
The accounting department made up a monthly cost of sales analysis which
showed the following by product classification: gross sales, sales returns and
allowances, net sales, cost of sales at estimated standard cost, manufacturing
variance and gross profit. From this, management was able to tell at a glance
the results of the month's operations.
The particular cost accounting techniques employed in. the procedure described in this article are in themselves all conventional, but their application
in the company's situation shows again that the cost accountant can adapt systems and methods in order to develop the information which the management
of any present day concern must have to do its job and meet its responsibilities.
It is also a tribute to the adaptability of the standard cost idea.
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Process and Standard Costs for Ceramics
by DONALD E. GUSTAFSON
Controller, Red Wing Potteries, Inc., Red Wing, Minn.

Products which are physically .small and come in many varieties, grades
and sizes, are often held to involve so many processes and process sequences that operation and product standards are alike major undertakings of doubtful practicability in small companies. It is perhaps the
mission of the present article to indicate that this situation may often
be only an apparent stumbling block.

plant is most generally thought
A of in terms of a process methodin aofceramics
control. Under such a system, manuSYS TE M O F COS T ACC OU NTI NG

facturing costs are accumulated and transferred from process to process with
the flow of the goods and finally to the finished product. The result of these
transfers and accumulations develops a final unit cost. Indeed this may be said
to be the most practical method of accounting for ceramic costs when all like
items of manufacture are processed in each of the existing cost departments
and when all items made are basically similar with respect to the amount of
labor and handling necessary for completion. On the other hand, if these conditions are not met, a job order system of control suggests itself. This calls for
issuance of individual manufacturing orders in line with the item to be made
and the customer's requirement and necessitates labor and material cost distribution to each job.
Before we settled upon a system of cost accounting at the Red Wing Potteries, we undertook to departmentalize the factory along the following lines:
I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
1.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Clay Process (material).
Jiggering and drying.
Jigger finishing.
Casting and drying.
Cast finishing.
Mold making (distributed to Departments Nos. 2 and 4)
Green glazing.
Kiln #I.
Bisquie inspection.
Glaze preparation (material).
Decorating.
Spraying.
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13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Dipping.
Kiln Nos. 2, 3, 4.
Glost inspection.
Shipping.
Reclaim (distributed to appropriate
department).
18. Maintenance (distributed to all departments on equipment and area
basis).
19. Boiler room (distributed to all departments on basis of steam and heat
used).
20. Plant general (distributed to all departments on basis of manhours).
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Seftling in Favor of Process Costs
In making our choice and in analyzing our manufacturing processes for this
purpose, the situation which at first seemed pertinent to the selection was that —
in fashioning our line of ceramics, hand painted luncheonware and artware,—
no item is processed in all departments and some are processed twice in the
same department. A cup which originates in the Department No. 4, is processed also in Departments Nos. 5, 8 and 9, decorated in Department No. 11,
sprayed in Department No. 12, fired in Department No. 14, returned for additional processing in Department No. 12, and fired again in Department No. 14
before going on to the inspection and storage department. However, many of
our items are not decorated and many are dipped rather than sprayed. Perhaps
we should have a job order system to handle this process differentiation among
product.
On the other hand, in scheduling our production, we have found that we can
produce only a limited number of one type of unit at one time because of the
build -up of ware around the kilns and the undesirability of loading kiln cars
with a single type of unit. Some types of ware became defective if, placed too
near the outside of a car, they are more exposed to the kiln heat. In short, our
production was shifting constantly from one item to another. This being the
case, we could see that it would be highly impracticable to attempt distribution
of our labor on a job order basis. In fact, it was an almost impossible task to
follow an entire production order through a complete cycle of manufacture.
Taking these factors into consideration, we adopted a process cost control
system.
Standard Costs, Too
We added a standard cost system. Material manufacturing standards are
established according to the weights of prepared clay, glaze and paint used on
the specified unit. As far as the glaze and paint are concerned, we have a situation that tends toward unreality (if we go too far) because of the difficulty in
accurately measuring the amount of paint and glaze necessary for smaller items.
However, it is proper to point out that our total material costs do not amount
to ten per cent of our total manufacturing costs. Hence the decision as to extent
of detail in these standards is a relatively unimportant one.
Time - studied departmental labor standards are applied to all units of manufacture. At first glance it might appear that the task of applying labor standards to all units of manufacture in our fifteen productive departments would
be an undertaking of no greater practicability than installing job costs. Not
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only

only must the standards be established —they must also be maintained for control, and with a relatively small clerical staff. However, it may be mentioned
that no one product unit is processed in any more than nine productive departfive of these departments involve standard costs applicable to
ments and
individual products.
The remaining four departments (two inspection and two kiln departments)
are controlled by only one labor standard apiece which, in each case, represents
the average standard time necessary for completion of a unit, regardless of size
or shape. Because of even distribution of production, rapidity with which all
of our units are handled in these departments, and the little relevance of detailed costs within totals for these departments, we have established for them,
from past history, a standard cost which covers all units processed. This is
another . way of saying that we are imposing the same standard for firing or
inspecting a salt or pepper shaker as we are for like processes for a large piece
of artware or a water jug. Common sense tells us that the costs at these points
take on such an infinite variety when product differentiation is attempted that,
even if we tried to segregate labor costs by items, it would not point out anything of cost value to us.
Production burden standards have been established in relationship to direct
labor and have been arrived at by analysis of a year's production costs, with
consideration given to subsequent increases in direct labor costs. The standard
cost applied to a finished product is the aggregate of product (or departmental)
standards in the departments through which the product's processing cycle
passes. Our cost sheets reflect both the immediate departmental cost, used in
our transfer to work -in- process and in determining departmental manufacturing
variations from standard, and the accumulative departmental costs used in writing off losses in process.
Many of our beginning labor standards were estimated, as our time and
motion study program was originally intended for use only in establishing incentive standards in some of our productive departments. However, the results
given us with estimated standards has proven so effective, that we are establishing permanent time study standards in all departments. In addition to our
standard finished cost, we have established a loss standard which represents a
normal expected loss and is related to the total number of pieces completed during a period. Our labor standards, together with current burden rates, standard
material costs and loss standards, have enabled us to determine unit costs which
are favorable for us in comparing present selling prices and establishing new
selling prices.
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Mechanics of the System: Monthly Procedure in Costing
To this point, in setting forth the cost system which we use, there have been
presented the factors on which we decided to adopt process costs and also the
basis on which accompanying standard costs were worked up. Now to be offered
are some of the month -to -month particulars of the operation of the system.
Anticipating a few of these particulars, first attention will be directed to overall costing procedure.
At the close of a monthly accounting period, total departmental production
is charged at standard to work -in- process and credited to absorption accounts
for labor, burden and material. Differences appearing between the actual labor,
burden and material control accounts and their related standard absorption
accounts represent variances for the period (see subsequent comment on material costs for the handling of price variance) and are closed out currently to
the cost of sales section of profit and loss. Scrap loss is charged to the appropriate departments and credited directly to work -in- process.
Finished goods, both firsts and seconds, are charged to finished stock at standard and work -in- process is relieved at standard. All charges for reclaiming ware
are pro -rated as an indirect expense to the responsible departments. Monthly
shipments, by items, are cooted at standard and credited to the appropriate finished goods account. Perpetual inventories of all finished goods are maintained
through the use of our production, shipment and scrap reports, which are verified periodically by bin count.

Material Cost Procedure
Receipt of all materials is acknowledged in the receiving department by a
receiving ticket which is routed to the accounting department for follow -up
and matching with the vendor's invoice. Account numbers which have been
pre- assigned to the original purchase are transferred to the invoice and a voucher
is drawn which is used as a medium for posting to the voucher register. Inventories are charged at standard and any resulting variances are reflected in the
current month's operating statements. Purchase quantities are posted to a running balance card file and purchase costs (material and freight) to a cost
history card.
Use of raw materials —clay, glaze, paints —and use of inventoried supplies —
oil, coal, brushes, kiln furniture, straw, sponges, etc. —are reported weekly by
the foremen, and these reports are used as a basis for relieving the inventories
at standard and charging the material and factory burden control accounts.
Quantity usage is posted to the record cards, new balances recorded, extended
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by the standard cost, and totalled for reconciliation with the general ledger
inventory control accounts. This reconciliation is effected subsequent to the
completion of all postings to the general ledger. A report of inventoried materials and supplies is prepared from the books every three months for vertification purposes and is directed to the factory superintendent and foremen who
spot -check physical balances against book balances.
Factory Payroll Computation and Distribution
Factory payroll computation for the 420 factory workers is made by one payroll clerk who, in addition to his daily summarization of hours and the preparation of the bi- weekly payroll, also completes all state and Federal government
payroll reports.
Five factory time clocks are read daily by this clerk, who takes down on a
work sheet detail for those workers whose clock hours vary from the usual
eight -hour day. These variances are transferred daily to the payroll register.
As examples, an absentee is recorded as --8," two hours overtime shows as
"+ 2. " At the close of each bi- weekly period, employees' total hours are summarized. Incentive pay hours, computed daily in the cost department, are routed
to the pay clerk who accumulates them by individuals and posts them in total
to the register at the close of a pay period.
Hourly rates are then taken from the employee rate list, supplemented currently with rate change notices as approved by the factory superintendent, and
applied to the payroll register hour totals. Extensions are made, the appropriate
deductions applied, and the check and employee record card prepared.
For cost distribution purposes, a departmental index of employees has been
made which conforms (very closely) to the clock number sequence appearing
in the payroll register. Classification listings used for the payroll distribution
are changed only upon written notification from the foreman attesting to permanent transfers in or out of specified departments. In this way, a distribution
record for each department in the factory is prepared at the close of each period, listing hours separately for each rate classification as determined front the
payroll register. In addition, straight time hours, overtime hours (one - half),
and vacation, holiday and incentive hours are columnized on the work sheet.
Extensions are made at the appropriate rates and totalled for reconciliation
with the payroll. Temporary inter - department transfers of employees are recorded daily by the foremen and summarized at the close of a pay period by
the cost clerk, who records these on his distribution sheets accordingly. The
J U L Y , 1951
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payroll distribution sheets are then summarized as to hours and gross pay by
departments and posted to the department subsidiary ledger.
The Burden Accounts
Production expenses are cleared through the voucher register and journal
entries which are supported by related schedules. As has already been stated
in connection with discussion of materials, inventories supplies are reported
through usage reports prepared by foremen and charged to the departmental
subsidiary ledger. Miscellaneous supplies, etc. are charged to appropriate factory departments through the voucher register.
Prepaid insurance is scheduled on a monthly basis and charged to the factory
departments on the basis of floor space occupied, and insured value of inventories and supplies maintained. Payroll taxes are scheduled and charged off
departmentally according to payroll distribution.
As to depreciation, an appraisal of all depreciable units was secured and their
assignment to the various factory departments was made as accurately as was
practicable.
Production Reports Underlie Costing and "Nail Down" Control
As a final matter, it may help if emphasis is given to the place accorded
accurate shop reporting of production. The production reports listed below are
prepared monthly, in detail for product items, by the production control and
cost departments and are used as the basis for stating additions to inventories.
I. Number of units, processed within each
department, i.e., all units fabricated by
a specified department, including seconds and ware scrapped.
2. Number of units scrapped by each department.

3. Number of finished first grade units
placed in stock.
4. Number of finished second grade units
placed in stock.

The above information has given us good control over our ware inventory.
Number of units processed by each department reflects actual production for
comparison with our production scheduling and provides production data necessary for charging departmental work -in- process inventories at standard as has
been described. Number of units scrapped within a department enables us to
report monetary scrap losses by department. Number of finished goods items
placed in stock enables us to accurately relieve work in process and thereby
maintain a perpetual inventory of finished goods by items.
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Developing Procedures for Revising Standard Costs
in a Heavy Equipment Company
by WILLIS SHORTNESS
Cost Accounting Supervisor, Peoria Plant, R. G. LeTourneou, Inc.

the carryF ing out of revision of established
ROM

BEGINNING

TO

END,

standard costs is replete with questions to which no ready answer exists.
In other words, how shall it be done?
Perhaps, therefore, accepted definitions of the words "how" and "revise" will provide a satisfactory starting point from which to develop this
discussion —and a revision program.
Here are the definitions:
How — "For what reason; to what degree
or extent; in what manner."
Revise —"to examine for correction; to
review for the purpose of making
current; to bring up to date."

Hence, the subject may now be
phrased in the following question,
"For what reason, to what extent and
in what manner shall we examine our
standard costs for the purpose of
bringing them up to date ?"
It may be helpfully assumed that
the revision program covers only manufacturing costs and that the company
uses standards based on expected actual costs, a very common application
and one which requires frequent reviJ U L Y , 1951

sion. This assumption presumes that
the standards were originally set with
due regard to current conditions in
the company, the industry and business in general and that management
expected them to be attained in actual performance. It implies also that,
if the standards are to serve reliably,
they must be made to reflect increases
and decreases in cost resulting from
changing conditions inside and outside the company.
Alternative Approaches

It becomes apparent at once that
the revision pattern will include at
least three possible variations as to
scope, as follows:
I. General or complete revision. This is
usually effected in connection with a
physical inventory.
2. Revision of one or more of the standard
cost elements. For example, a substantial increase or decrease in the cost of a
heavily -used material would necessitate
adjustment of expected material costs
but would not necessarily affect labor
costs. Similarly a general wage increase,
which had not been anticipated, would
require an adjustment of expected labor
and overhead costs without changing
expected material costs. Other examples
would be improvements in plant layout,
1371

manufacturing processes or product design, each of which could affect labor
and overhead cost per unit of production. Changes in product design could
also affect material unit costs. Standard
cost revisions of this limited scope can
be applied as a percentage of the established standard, thus avoiding a considerable amount of detailed computafion.
3. Revision of the standard cost of individual parts or products. This type of revision will probably become necessary at
more frequent intervals in the immediate
future and will require re- computation
of the standard in each instance. If the
part affected appears in bills of material
for other products and the resulting
change in their unit cost is important, it
becomes necessary to revise the standards for these products also.

design and maintenance of detail cost
records suitable for the accumulation
of such cost data.
A Case Study

If this presentation is not to go on
interminably, there must be a limitation on the area dealt with. A choice
must now be made between oversimplifying the discussion or curtailing
the subject matter. The latter course
seems preferable. It allows step -bystep description of one particular revision project and the outlining in
some detail of problems encountered
Discussion in this article will deal
and their solution.
primarily with over -all revision. ParHence, from this point, we will
tial or individual product revisions
deal with the revision of the standards
should present no serious problem not
established by a company which manufound in a general revision.
factures earth - moving equipment. It
It will also be basic to this study
is evident that the nature of a comthat, although past experience is not
pany's product will largely determine
an adequate or sole guide in anticioperating methods and these, in turn,
pating the future, it has great pertiwill control the procedures to estabnence, is always available and is conlish and revise standard costs, manucrete. In fact, in order to properly
facturing or otherwise. In this case,
weigh and give effect to those persteel is the principal direct material
sistent developments which tend to
and is purchased in large quantities to
affect performance, it is fundamental
be made into parts which are either
that it be known first of all what deassembled into various classes and
gree of performance was consistently
models of equipment or sold as reachieved prior to each new change
placement parts for equipment previfactor. Then it is possible to examine
ously sold and in service. The comthe nature and frequency of such
pany also buys parts extensively from
change factors and determine their
outside vendors.
probable effect on future operations.
Historical cost data is the basic neces- Direct M aterials
sity for such examination and the
A sample historical price record for
standard cost system should include the purchases of steel is shown in Exhibit
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STEEL PURCHASE RECORD
Size 2" Round X 240"
Code 0101 -01 -4820
DATE

VENDOR

Unit Std. Cost $.083

RECEIVING STANDARD
REPORT N O . POUNDS

STANDARD
INV OICE
COST
TOTAL*
POUNDS

IN VO IC E INV OICE
COST
COST
TOTAL
UNIT

69891

16188

$1262.66

15860

$1205.36

1950
3 -18
6 -6
6 -14
8 -22
10 -14
11 -23

77370
81538
81726
86921
90296
93146

16786
20492
11118
12644
17004
14824

1309.31
1598.38
867.20
986.23
1326.21
1156.27

16890
19750
10700
12580
17450
14310

1317.42
1530.63
834.60
1002.30
1396.00
1109.03

•

1949
9 -23 Company A

Company B
Company A
Company C
Company A

$.076
.078
.0775
.078
.078
.080
.0775

Includes Freight

EXHIBIT 1

This record is maintained on 5" x
8" cards, one card being set up for
each code of steel. The code shown
on the exhibit appears rather formidable, but it must be borne in mind
that a great number of sizes, shapes
and analyses of steel are used by the
company, and the codes are extremely
valuable aids in mechanical tabulations of material requirements, usage
and stock status. The first four digits
represent the size of the steel, the next
two digits the shape, and the last four
digits the analysis or content characteristics of the steel. In this case, the
code represents a "round" two inches
in diameter and twenty feet long,
weighing approximately two hundred
thirteen pounds and having a "4820"
analysis.
This exhibit will serve to display
the elements which must be considered
in revising the standard cost for this
1.
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one item of steel to expected actual
cost, assuming a recent change in the
latter. It should be noted that the
standard cost per pound includes
freight in, an item not normally included in the vendor's invoice and,
under company procedure, charged
directly to the steel price variance account in the general ledger from the
freight journal. The standard cost,
therefore, should be enough higher
than the invoice price of the steel to
result in a credit price variance from
the entry in the voucher register
which will substantially offset the
debit price variance created by the
freight bill.
It is apparent that, during a period
of fourteen months, seven purchases
of this item have been made from
three different vendors which, though
not identified by name, are regular
sources of steel supply. It is also ap1373

PURCHASED PART PRICE RECORD
YEAR
1948
INVOICE REC. RPT
D
M NUMBER
11
6 49036

19 49
3 2
6 10
19 50
19 5
12 7
7 9

TOTAL
LIST
NET FREIGHT STANDQTYPRICE DISC. PRICE REF AMT.
ARD

40

.50

.014

58863
70368

20
18

.55
.55

.015
.014

83469
85168
87496

20
5
6

Part No. H 8074

.514
.523

.57 .012
.611
.57 Air Express
1.43

ANNUAL
DATE USAGE

1948
1949

VENDOR

Company A
Company B
Company A

1950

Description Ball Bearing

Company A
Company A
Company X
Code 10

EXHIBIT 2

parent that the superseded price per
pound had outlived its usefulness as
a measurement of expected actual attainment. However, what precise elements affected the decision to increase
the unit standard cost from $.078 to
$.083 ? In the first place, it is clear
that $.078 now barely covers the price
expected to be paid to the vendor.
After consultation with the traffic department, it is decided that for some
time to come $.003 per pound w i l l
cover the inbound freight cost of normal quantities of steel purchased from
normal sources of supply. However,
the purchasing department predicts
that, in view of current conditions, it
is probable that from now on there
will be purchases of comparatively
small quantities, purchases from more
distant sources of supply, and purchases from other than the usual vendors. It is finally decided that an additional $.002 per pound should be
allowed for these contingencies. Thus,
1374

the revised standard is $.078
+ $. 002 = $.083.

+ $.003

Purchased Parts

Exhibit 2 shows the price history
record of a purchased bearing. A similar card is maintained for each purchased part and entries are made
whenever there is a price change. Even
if there are no price changes, an entry
is made for each quarter of the year,
provided purchases are made. Some
may wonder why this information cannot be secured from the perpetual inventory stock records. In this company the perpetual inventory records
are maintained independently of the
cost accounting department by the inventory control department and, except for supply items, they are designed to deal with quantities only.
On the exhibit, some information not
directly pertinent to unit cost is omitted in order to reduce to a minimum
the figures shown.
N. A. C. A. BULLETIN

The bearing in question is identified as a replacement part only, by the
code "10" appearing in the lower
right hand corner of the card. This
means that it is not used on currently
manufactured equipment but is stocked
in order to service older models still
in the field. This bearing is not important dollar -wise, due to its low
cost and activity. However, it illustrates nicely some of the factors which
must be considered in setting a standard.
It has been purchased in a normal
manner from two regular sources of
supply except in two instances. Once
it was necessary to use air express to
facilitate delivery. Again a small
quantity had to be purchased from an
unusual source of supply at a comparatively high cost (more than
double) . Neither of these factors can
be considered in setting a standard
cost. If analysis of price variance revealed that they represented failure of
controllable performance somewhere
along the line, such failure would
have been reported to management at
the proper level at the time, to insure
corrective action.
It is apparent that the 1949 standard cost for the bearing was lower
than the actual cost it was intended to
measure. At the time the standard
was set, it was anticipated that there
would be a 71/2 per cent decrease in
the cost of items of this nature. The
expected decrease did not materialize
J U L Y , 1951

but the total dollar effect on price
variance was not considered serious
enough to warrant individual revision
of this standard. In setting the 1950
standard, allowance was made for a
probable increase of at least 5 per cent
in the vendor's price, resulting in the
standard of $.570 + $.029 + $.012
(freight) = $.611.
Direct Labor Standards Difficult

The terms, "direct ", and, "productive", will be used interchangeably
when referring to labor costs, although
it is recognized that they are not precisely synonymous. Expected actual
costs of direct labor are always relative to the wage system in effect. This
company uses a Bedeaux incentive
plan, production being expressed in
terms of the "B" unit which represents the amount of work a normally
efficient worker should do in one
minute under existing working conditions, with a reasonable allowance for
relaxation. The labor operations on
salable product are measured in quantities of the number of these units
wtpended.
It would seem that, under these
conditions, the establishment and
maintenance of realistic standards for
direct labor should be relatively simple. All that is necessary to establish
a labor "B" value (cost per unit of
production) for each productive department is to determine the number
of units to be produced and total di1375

rect labor cost, divide the cost by the
units —and the job is done. In practice, this is not as easy as it sounds.
Results do not always commend themselves as reliable for standards. Direct
labor dollar costs have an annoying
habit of not staying in line with quantity of production.
There are numerous reasons for
this. First of all, there is a very definite fixed cost element in productive
labor which has no consistent relationship to production and does not
change in proportion to increases or
decreases in production volume. I refer to the guaranteed hourly rate almost universally enjoyed by productive workers. New employees —and
there are always new employees —will
quite often fail to produce a normal
quantity of units until they have been
on the job for a time. This increases
direct labor unit costs unless the cost
accountant further complicates his
manufacturing expense analysis and
distribution by treating this item as
burden.
More serious than the new employee's failure to produce at full efficiency is the frequent necessity of allowing workers to perform productive
labor on a day -work basis. This invariably results in lower production
and higher costs. As a result, each
productive department in our company has three indexes of actual pro ductivity, the third being applied as
a rough check on the combined re1376

sults of the first two;
I. A net index of production per hour on
incentive —
Units produced
Hours on incentive
2. A conversion index of production per
hour on day work —
Day work production hours X 60 per
cent of net index
(Experience has shown that the quantity
of productive units realized from one
hour of day work will average not more
than 60% of the units produced from
one hour on incentives).
3. An average index of production per
hour —
Total units produced (on and off incentive)
Total production hours (on and off incentive)

(In addition to these, each of which
is a measure of production, there is a
pay index which is of no immediate
interest for the purposes of this article, since it includes credits for certain classes of incentive units which
cannot be practicably assigned to specific lots of production.)
When classified as labor cost instead of overhead, labor involving reoperation, set -up, bad fits, clean -up after job, lost time, alternate methods
and special job credits or process allowances, can materially increase direct labor unit costs. Again, the unit
cost of labor in two or more departments can be seriously influenced by
changes in plant layout involving the
re- grouping of machines and /or the
reassignment of labor operations. In
such cases, the past performance of
the individual departments may mean
very little and special investigation
will be required to determine the probable effects of any such changes.
N. A. C. A. BULLETIN

Budget Data Offers an Assist

Fortunately, any company which is
operating on an expected actual standard cost basis has developed means of
analyzing the variances from standard
which accrue as actual operations are
performed. Hence adequate data
should be available from which properly qualified company personnel can
determine to what extent past deviations from standard represent unsatisfactory performance and, on the other
hand, what evidence exists or is expected to make an early appearance,
indicating the need for revised standards. Along this line, since standard
costs — especially expected actual standard costs —and budgetary control are
very closely related, there will quite
often be an operating budget for each
department. In this event, an additional and valuable source of labor
and overhead cost data, both standard
and actual, is at hand, showing comparisons in great detail and giving
reasons for deviations from standard.
A Department's Labor Standard

To illustrate the practical effect of
some of the causes of fluctuation in
the unit cost of productive labor, it
may help to look at a particular productive department, one which fabricates and assembles structures constituting the basic components of finished equipment. The principal type
of labor in this department is welding
and this work involves the use of
J U L Y , 1951

numerous welding jigs to hold and
move heavy structures from one position to another to facilitate welding
operations. Considerable semifinal assembly of equipment is also done.
Perhaps the volume of production
has increased considerably during the
last two months and is expected to
hold for at least a year. This increase
in volume includes expanded production of replacement parts for older
models of equipment still in the field.
The actual unit cost for direct labor
for the preceding six months, per departmental budgets reports, has been
as follows:
MONTH
6th preceding
5th
4th
3rd
2nd
Ist

UNITCOST
$ .033
.032
.034
.033
.036
.037

The budget reports for the department have already revealed the reasons for the increased unit cost during
the last two months. There has been
an increase in re- operation costs and
the per cent of time on incentive production has decreased, with an accompanying increase in the per cent of
productive day work. The causes for
excessive re- operation labor are believed to have been eliminated, but
the increased load of work on replacement items involves a tooling problem
(welding jigs), rearrangement of floor
space utilization and an alternate
methods problem (deviation from
1377

DEVELOPMENT OF NEW DIRECT LABOR UNIT STANDARD COST
FOR FABRICATING AND ASSEMBLY DEPARTMENT

Hours
5124
904

85
15

6028

100

Total
Expected dollar cost per month:
Incentive production
Day work production

Hours
5124
904

Total

6028

Average
hourly rate
Cost
$1.974
$10,115.00
1.974
1,785.00
$1.974

Expected productive units per month:
Incentive units 5124 hours
60 units per hour)
Day work units
904 hours !7a 36 units per hour)
@

32,560)

($11,900 + 340,000)

$

307,440)

$

+

(

1,785

+

340,000

Standard cost per unit:
Incentive production ($10,115

Average production

$11,900.00

307,440
32,560

Total units

Day work production

%

Expected output hours per month:
Incentive production
Day work production

.033
.055

$ .035

EXHIBIT 3

standard work operations and sequence), each of which is expected to
affect unit costs unfavorably for some
months. In other words, the increase
in per cent of day work productive
hours can be reduced somewhat but
not entirely.
After investigating and weighing
the current and anticipated volume of
production in the department and the
probable operating conditions, the
standard for direct labor cost per unit
in this department for the coming
year is increased from $.033 to $.035.
This figure is based on the expectation
that the department will operate at the
rate of 6,026 direct labor hours per
1378

month with a production of 340,000
"B" units. The average hourly direct
labor cost for the department is expected to be $1.974. A few simple
computations may be helpful in visualizing the steps taken to develop this
expected actual unit cost. They are
shown in Exhibit 3. The units per
hour data required for calculating of
the third of the four - sections of the
table were developed on the basis of
productivity measurement discussed
earlier.
The Department's Burden, Too

In revising standard unit cost for
N. A. C. A. BULLETIN

overhead in each productive department, it must be recognized that there
are a minimum of three classes of
manufacturing overhead, as follows:
I. Direct overhead —This will be charged
directly to the department as incurred.
2. Specially distributed overhead —This consists of either fixed costs or service department costs which are apportioned to
certain groups of departments in entirety or which cannot be apportioned
to all departments in the same ratio.
For instance, the cost of maintaining
tool cribs in certain locations may need
to be distributed completely to a specific group of departments. Supervision
of this activity at intermediate or higher
levels may not lend itself to proportionate allocation to each department affected.
3. General manufacturing overhead —This is
apportioned on a uniform basis to all
departments.

For each of these three classes of
overhead, there are three basic elements to be examined in the light of

The same production department
for which a revised standard cost per
unit of labor has been computed will
serve as an example here also. It may
be assumed that the dollar cost of
overhead for absorption each month
by this department during the coming
year is expected to be:
Direct overhead
$4,762
Specially distributed overhead
3,255
Generally distributed overhead 20,398

It will be remembered that the department is expected to operate 6,028
hours per month and to produce 56.4
productive units per hour, or 340,000
units per month. The expected unit
overhead cost for each class of overhead can be ascertained by dividing
the expected dollar cost per month
for each class by the expected quantity
of productive units per month, thus:

Direct overhead unit cost
Specially distributed overhead unit cost
Generally distributed overhead unit cost

$ 4,762 + 340,000 units — $ .014
3,255 + 340,000 units — $ .010
20,398 + 340,000 units — $ .060
$ .084

Total standard overhead unit cost

expected operating volume and conditions. The three elements are the
budgetary, capacity and efficiency factors. The budgetary element requires
determination of the expected dollar
cost of overhead. The capacity element requires determination of the expected production volume (direct labor hours), and the efficiency element
requires calculation of the quantity of
productive units per hour in each production department.
J U L Y , 19 31

One of Today's Problems

As suggested before, the attempt to
cover standard cost revision in a comparatively short article places the
writer, figuratively speaking, between
the "devil" of over - simplification and
the "deep sea" of voluminous detail.
Under the pressure to keep the discussion alive and moving forward, gaps
may have been left here and there in
the steps leading to the conclusions
reached or the revision formulas used.
13 7 9

Realizing that the average cost accountant is no stranger to standard
costs, reliance has been placed on his
familiarity with commonly used methods of variance analysis and application of manufacturing expense to production.
The degree to which this reliance
is well - placed becomes important when
revision is actually attempted. It must
be regarded as elementary that the
qualifications of personnel to conduct
intelligent standard cost revision, particularly labor and overhead standards, should include a thorough working knowledge of Jhe standard cost
system in use, the ability to recognize
those elements which constitute or influence cost, familiarity with the current and planned operations of the
company and —most important of all
—the judgment to weigh and forecast
the composite effect of the various
elements which analysis of a specific
situation shows will constitute the cost
structure of planned production.

The broader significance of standard cost revision stands out when serious thought is given to the evident
problem of maintaining realistic standards during the period which industry
is now entering. In common with all
thinking men, cost accountants realize
that the years immediately ahead will
call for all they have to offer in physical endurance, mental effort and stamina of the spirit. The more difficult
it becomes to maintain the integrity of
our costs, the more essential it becomes for those who have them in
charge to give the greatest possible
value at the lowest possible cost. The
practical application of these self -evident truths must surely be the placing
of all current procedures, practices and
thinking under severe examination.
We must sacrifice freely every activity
that does not render a full measure
of service, to find the time to perform
those functions which are of vital importance to management as it assumes
its allotted responsibilities in the defense program.

Formula Basis for Standard Costs for Condensers
Facilitates Revisions
by FRANK TECHENTIN
Divisional Cost Accountant, P. R. Mallory & Co., Inc., Indianapolis 6, Ind.

attending inO stallation and maintenance
of any
NE OF THE TASKS

relatively complete system of standard
costs, is the inevitable task of periodic
revisions. When an extensive variety
1980

of items is manufactured and numerous parts are involved, there is a natural tendency to prolong the intervals
between revisions. Where there is
also sizeable quantity of intricate asN. A. C. A. B U L L E T I N

is set forth in some detail in this article. The procedure described has
worked satisfactorily in actual practice and, while a like system will find
its widest application among manufacturers of the same or similar products, it is hoped that the method may
stimulate the interest of companies in
When Formulae Are Appropriate
other lines and possibly open new
There is no short -cut to relieve this avenues of approach to the common
situation, which can be applied to re- objective.
Capacitors or condensers are comvising standard costs for all items and
posed
of active elements and inactive
operations. However, in certain types
of manufacturing, where a sufficient parts. The active elements in proper
portion of the products vary from each combination measure, balance, and
other only in the matter of an in- serve as a channel of power for the
tegral measure, such as a power rat- functioning of a given unit. The ining, capacity, plating area, etc., the active parts are needed to house, propossibility of a short -cut does exist. tect and make possible the electrical
It has been found possible to develop connection to the active parts. A conand arrive at the original standard denser might be compared with an
cost by predetermined formulae which electric light bulb. It is possible to
lend themselves well to revisions and manufacture bulbs of several specified
are thus applicable to the task of keep- ratings in exactly the same sizes, e.g.,
25, 40 or 60 watt bulbs. Similarly,
ing standard costs current.
for a capacitor or condenser, it is possible to manufacture a considerable
The Present Case
Our company manufactures elec- number of ratings (the basic measure
trical, electronic and metallurgical of which is capacity in microfarads)
products. An important component of in the same size container.
these products consists of an extensive
Inactive Parts Constant Cost
variety of alternating current electroIt is this characteristic of the prodlytic capacitors, more commonly
uct
in question which renders possible
known as condensers. The particular
the
application of a predetermined
type made is used primarily for starting single phase capacitor motors. A formula to calculation of standard
short -cut method of compiling stand- costs developed for it. The material
ard costs, suitable to this component, or parts which have been termed the

semblies, the pressure of time between
closings during certain seasons of the
year often makes such revision an impossible task on the time element
alone. These circumstances lead to the
continued application of costs which
have grown obsolete.
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inactive parts, plus the assembly labor
for a given container, are in all cases
(except special types) identical and
may be grouped for the construction
of costs for all ratings of condensers
with the same size of housing. In the
routine of compiling standard costs,
this cost group may be considered in
the nature of a constant for many
variations of the product. Given this
condition, the door is opened to use
of a formula basis for standard cost
determinations. However, it will be
well also to consider whether:
I. There are a sufficient number of varieties of a product in the same housing
to make development of formula for all
worth the trouble.
2. A common part constant does actually
exist with respect to these varieties.
3. The remaining (active) parts and labor
operations involved in the product variations can be related to a base and so
rendered calculable as a variable.
Active Parts Variable Cost

In our experience, inquiry into
Point No. 3 developed the information which made the formula application thoroughly practical. Analysis
proved that our type of condenser,
together with our method of manufacturing and the volume involved,
did lend itself to such a procedure in
relation to the active parts. The variable base was found in the principal
materials used. In a given type of
condenser of our manufacture, the
rating is in direct proportion to the
area of the active parts, including
paper, aluminum foil, and electrolyte
1382

(absorption over area of paper and
foil). Consequently, if standards are
set on an area unit basis for the first
two of these items and an accurate
method is developed to determine the
amount of electrolyte absorbed by a
given area of combination foil and
paper, a definite variable cost factor,
applicable in every instance, is easily
established in relationship to the consumption of these three materials in
the several condenser ratings.
However, further analysis revealed
exceptions to the direct area basis as
a measure of the relative cost of the
several ratings of condensers and the
exceptions extended to both material
and labor. The problem arising in
respect of material resulted from the
outside diameter "gain" in the operation of rolling two strips of foil, separated by several strips of paper, into
a cylindrical cartridge before placing
in the final container. The area standards having been set on the inside
strip, the gain made by the outside
strip was an item for which some provision had to be made. The solution
was to compute and segregate this difference, adding it to the constant cost.
The exception with respect to labor
was a more simple matter and was
narrowed down to definite sizes. These
particular sizes required a specific increment of rolling labor not related
to material area. For this labor in
these sizes a separate standard was
N. A. C. A. BULLETIN

predetermined and listed on the routing sheet. This cost was included in
standard in addition to constant and
variable cost.
Variable standard cost is established as a cost, per one thousand
square inches of the short or inside
length of foil, of:
I. The short or inside length of foil used
as the area base.
2. The same area in the second or outside
strip.
3. A corresponding amount of paper separator.
4. The electrolyte absorbed by this combination of foil and paper.
5. Labor except that for which the separate
standard noted above is established.

(The one thousand square inch
specification is standard data and all
blueprints are constructed on this
scale, thus making possible the direct
application of a predetermined area
cost to any rating of condenser.)
Formula Application

As has been indicated, the formula
development arrives at a constant
standard cost for the common (inactive) parts of all ratings of condensers
with one size of container or housing
and a unit standard cost for the active
parts on a base variable with condenser rating. In working this approach against an engineering print,
the parts listed on the print are identified with the common parts constant
cost for the particular container size.
J U L Y , 1951

Correspondingly, the area in one thousand square inches of the short or inside strip of foil of each rating in
this housing is used as a multiplier
of the variable unit cost applicable to
the type in question. To the sum of
these is added, as has been explained,
labor cost of rolling, with applied
overhead, to give total standard cost.
Allcosts are compiled in space provided on the back of routing sheet.
Inasmuch as this sheet supplies the
rolling rate, it comprises, with the
blueprint, complete data for standard
cost application. The necessity of a
separate file of cost cards is eliminated
and it becomes possible to file the information in binders instead of card
files.
Time Economy in Revisions

Moreover, under the system, all
basic information can be prepared
well ahead of use, thus allowing time
for all double- checking necessary and
a high degree of accuracy in costing.
Time saved in a complete revision of
standards is conservatively estimated
on the basis that from fifteen to
eighteen costs can be prepared in the
time required to compute one original
listed cost.
Of course, in the many industrial
operations in which all products have
strictly individual characteristics, the
1383

formula principle will not apply. However, for any product, the nature of
which admits a possibility of establishing standard cost for substantial
groups of items in terms of a con-

Coming Articles IN THE

stant cost for major elements and a
variable unit cost for the remainder,
a formula can be developed and will
serve well in establishment and revision of these standards.
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Allocation ofOverhead Costs —A Short Cut
by W . H. FRANKLIN

Inventory Management "Know -How"
by HAROLD E. BLISS

Control

of Inventory Consigned to Suppliers
by C. W. BENDEL

Fringe Labor Costs in the Packing Industry
by CLETUS P. ELSEN

Price Estimating — Survival Factor in Job Shops
by FRANK S. HOWELL

Work Up a Sound Burden Rate —Then Test It
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THE

COST

STANDARDS FOR RE -WORK AND
UNSCHEDULED OPERATIONS

Editor, N. A. C. A. Bulletin.
O N E OF TH E MORE IN TE RE STIN G AS PE CTS

of cost accounting is the wide difference
in systems in use in the various indu stries.
The meat packing industry, for example,
with its by- product costs, uses a system
quite different from a manufacturing concern or a firm dealing in services. Even
in manufacturing, we find great differences
in the rela tionship of la bor, ma terial, overhea d and spoilage to the overa ll costs.
In many manufacturing companies dealing with small delicate parts, such as textile needles, still another factor enters the
cost. This item is re -work. Of course, rework may occur in almost any industry but,
in most cases, it has so little significance
that it can be ha ndled as a variance or an
overhead cost.
We have had to adopt the viewpoint that
re -work and unscheduled operations are unavoidable in the manufacture of ou r product. With this in mind, we have established separate re -work controls for two
reasons:
I. Re -work production must not be counted
as regular production because this would
make the production records inaccurate
and misleading.
2. Since re -work cannot be eliminated, it
must be kept to a minimum. It should
be remembered that re- operations also
contribute to additional spoilage.
The solution to the first problem is the
use of pink time checks for this type of
work. After the inspector has determined
that a given lot of a product must be reJ U L Y , 1951
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worked, he attaches a re -work slip to it.
This is authority for the department receiving the work to proceed with the necessary repairs. The time for this work is
posted on pink time tickets. Spoilage is determined as to the difference between the
issued quantity and the quantity salvaged.
The answer to the second phase of the
re -work situation was to provide adequate
accounting procedures. This had been accomplished by the use of re -work standards.
Past experience is probably the best base
for setting such standards, since it is not
possible to adopt anything as scientific as
time study, as is appropriate to labor standards. As a rule, we use the past twelve
months' experience. The method employed
is to determine the unit cost of re -work
for each operation by dividing the cost of
re -work by the units produced. By scatter
chart methods, it is possible to eliminate
the high and low months and establish a
norm. Unusual conditions are taken into
consideration and comparisons are made
with the results of other years.
This standard is expressed as a figure
which includes both labor and overhead,
and is entered on the regular cost sheets.
As each unit of produ ction passes through
an operation, there is, in addition to the
labor standards applied, also an extension
by the re -work standard where such standards are allowed. In this way the re -work
charge at standard is carried through the
in- process and finished goods accounts,
which are charged and relieved at standard.
Variances are developed through the
comparison of the standard amount of rework allowed for each department against
1383

the actual cost of re -work for the period.
In this way track is kept of departmental
responsibility. Although some re -work is
processed in the department responsible,
it very often happens that some other department is involved. For instance, the
straightening department may have to correct some work for the milling department.
The cost sheets do not schedu le a straightening operation after milling, so this is considered re -work.
The ta bulating department applies standard fixed and variable overhead to the rework cards automatically. The cards are
then tabulated by department, operation,
and part number showing the department
charged with totals of labor, variable expense, fixed expense and total re -work cost
by department. The variable and fixed
"ea rned" totals are credited to the departmental burden accou nts of the departments
performing the work. The same cards are
then sorted by the depa rtment charged a nd
run again through the tabulating machine.
This report shows the sa me tota ls bu t they
are by the department charged instead of
the department performing the work. The
total re -work charge to ea ch department is
entered to departmental re -work accounts.
Since these accounts had previously been
credited with the standard allowed for rework, compu ted from the direct la bor time
cards, it is merely a matter of recording
the difference to produce the va riance.
The details of these variances are reported to top management at the end of
each accounting period with the other operating variances and are disclosed to the
department foremen on reports which include, not only statistics, but also comments
on unusual costs. A forema n is responsible
to the plant superintendent for further explana tion of su ch items.
We believe this system has been successful for three reasons:
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I. It recognizes that re -work is necessary
to some exent and affords a predetermined standard to measure results from
one period to another.
2. It provides a method that allows the department processing the work additional
credit for overhead for the additional
effort it must expend on work not called
for on its production schedule.
3. The standard cost sheets include a normal amount of re -work cost. This more
accurately states the standard cost of
an item for use in sales pricing.
ALFRED O. SCHROEDER, Waterbury Chapter
COM PUTING STANDARD COST OF
SULPHURIC ACID

Editor, N. A. C. A. Bulletin:
THE PU RP OSE O F T HIS L ETT ER is to illustrate the problems involved in setting standard costs for the production of sulphuric
acid. The process is extremely simple, the
finished product is of one kind, the raw
material required is of only one type, the
labor requirement is small. Hence all fac-

tors are such that the determination of
standard cost of produ ction should be relatively simple yet, as the illustration will
demonstrate, there are some rather difficult
problems.
Brevity demands that detailed description of the manufacturing process be
omitted. It may be stated tha t ra w su lphu r
is burned to create a gas which is then
liquified to form sulphuric acid. It shou ld
also be noted tha t there are various degrees
of pu rity of su lphu ric a cid a nd the present
illustration applies to 100 per cent sulphuric a cid.
The problem is to determine the standard cost per pound of manufacturing 100
per cent sulphuric acid. The items of information in Exhibit 1 have to be secured
with regard to raw material, labor and burden costs in order to determine the standard cost (all figures hypothetical). With
this data, we ca n proceed to determine the
standard cost a s follows:
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I. Material
$.01209 per pound sulphur cost $.995 = $.01215 er hundred cost of
pure sulphur.
p

X .3269 pounds of sulphur per pound
of 100% pure sulphuric acid =
$.003972 cost for sulphur per pound of
100°/ , sulphuric acid at 1000/ 0 plant

$.1215 per pound cost of pure sulphur

efficiency.

SULPHURIC ACID COST DATA
ELEMENT
I.

RAW MATERIAL

Delivered cost per pound of
raw sulphur
Percentage of pure sulphur in
purchased sulphur
Proportion of pure sulphur per
pound of 1 0 0 % sulphuric acid
at 100% efficiency of plant

Purchasing department

$.01209 per pound

Plant superintendent

99.5%

Molecular weight of sulphur relative to molecular
weight of 100% sulphuric
acid
Percentage efficiency of pro- Plant superintendent
duction of plant concerned

2.

.3269 pounds of sulphur per pound of
100% sulphuric acid
95.8%

DIRECT LABOR

Number of employees required—
I man per shift
7 days per week (Operator)
I man on day shift
6 days per week
Hourly rates of employees
Operator
Day Shift
Production of 100% sulphuric
acid per unit of time
3.

COST

SOURCE OF DATA

Plant superintendent and
wage standards depart 168 hours per week
ment
48 hours
Plant superintendent and
wage standards department $1.08 per hour
$1.13 per hour
270,000 pounds per
Plant superintendent
week at capacity

BURDEN

Basic budget for year
Approved budget for the year
Credit for burden applying to
chemically pure sulphuric acid

Production of 100% sulphuric
acid per year

Based upon a study of department activities by the
accounting department
Approved budget is basic
budget revised to current
conditions
Some of sulphuric acid
produced is chemically
pure —accounting department study apportions part
of burden of plant to
chemically pure sulphuric
acid on basis of 100% of
direct labor budgeted for
chemically pure sulphuric,
which in this case we assume to be $2,742.00
Plant superintendent

$22,752.00 per year
$29,242.00 per year
$2,742.00
100%
$2,742.00 credit to
100% sulphuric acid

14,300,000 pounds
per year at capacity

EXHIBIT I
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$.003972 sulphur cost per pound of
100% sulphuric acid — 95.8% assumed plant efficiency = $.00415
standard cost of surphur per pound
of 100% sulphuric acid at capacity.
2. Direct Labor
168 operator hours per week
at $1.08 per hour =
$181.44
48 hours day shift per week
at $1.13 per hour
54.24
Total direct labor cost per
week
$235.68
$235.68 direct labor cost per week
270,000 pounds of 100% sulphuric
acid per week = $.0 0087 direct la bor
cost per pound of 100% sulphuric
acid at capacity,
3. Burden
$29,241 approved budget — $2,742
credit for chemically pure sulphuric
acid — 14,300,000 pounds of 100%
sulphuric acid per year = $.00186
burden cost per pound at capacity.
SUMMARY OF STANDARD COST
Sulphur ..... ............................... $.00415
Direct labor ............................ .00087
Burden ..... ...............................
.00168
Total standard cost per
pound 100% sulphuric acid

$.00688

MERRILL B. DILLEY, Des Moines Chapter
COST CLINIC FOR OPERATIONS
UN D ER L YI N G ST AND ARD S

Editor, N. A. C. A. Bulletin:

manager, cost department manager and assistant, chief engineer, and the time and
motion study engineer. Occasionally, as a
technical question arose, it was necessary
to have some other representative present.
If any of the participants were unable to
attend a meeting of the group, it was regarded as his responsibility to see that
his next in line wa s present.
The meetings were held once a week and
discussion was limited to an hour and
one -half, a schedule held to rigidly in order to prevent disruption of production or
supervisory functions. The meetings took
up, in turn, the operations of the several
productive departments, the number of
weeks required to cover a department being
dependent on the number of items produced
and the complexity of ma k eu p of the individual products in the respective centers.
As an average, it took abou t three to four
week s to cover a depa rtment, or from four
to six hours of concentrated discussion.
The complete series of clinics covered a
thirty -week period.
Prior to each weekly meeting, the cost
department reviewed the cards showing
production in the applicable department by
operation and standard cost for the previous
full year and for the completed portion of
the current year. Cards were sorted so that
they were in progressive order of produc-

STA R TI N G W E L L BEFORE TH E O P E N I N G

Of
our company's fiscal year, a plan was es.
tablished to hold periodic discussions of
every pha se of sta nda rd costing. The aims
were in part to bring our cost department
and produ ction departments to a closer understanding of costing problems and in
part (perhaps primarily) to effect some
cost reduction. Those who "sat in" and
participated in the discussions were the
controller, vice president in charge of production, production superintendent, foremen, budget director, factory accounting
1388

tion for a commodity and were tabbed to
show whether each opera tion was day work
(hourly rated) or piece -work (incentive).
This segregation was the first point discussed and the questions asked for each
day work operation were:
I. How long has it been on a day work
rate?
2. Why is it not on incentive?
3. Wha t must be done to make the operation adaptable to piece -work?
4. How soon can the operation be timed
and placed on an incentive basis?
N. A. C.A. B UL LE TI N

Following this the operation was analyzed (whether incentive rated or not) and
the following questions raised:
I. Is the operation necessary or has it
been substituted for or replaced by o
later operation in the line of completion?
2. Is the operation being performed in the
most efficient manner?
3. Are the earnings to the worker for
the operation and the cost to the company equitably established in relationship
to other occupations or operations?

-up.

During the course of discussion, a secretary made notes of the items requiring
These items
further study or follow
were specifically delegated to the responsible individual for consideration and were
the first items ta ken up for discussion and
solution at the next meeting. Progress
reports were made weekly for operations
requiring a longer period of time for investigation.
The results of the clinic were favorable
from every viewpoint and showed definite
achievements along the following lines:
I. Elimination of unnecessary operations.
2. More efficiently performed operations.
3. A better understanding by everyone of
the mutual problems existing in cost reduction efforts.
4. Dollar savings through the first three accomplishments.
Because of this success with the clinic,
we set up a similar procedure for office
functions and found that it worked there,
too!
DAVID G. CHRISTENSEN, Springfield
STANDARD COST OF SALES AND
PRODUCTION FROM PRE-PUNCHED
CARDS

Editor, N. A. C. A. Bulletin:
of pu tting
in punched card accounting and is also on
the threshold of installing a standard cost
accounting system. Under the proposed sysOUR CO M PA N Y IS I N PROCESS
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tem, it will be necessary to prepare weekly
or monthly reports showing the standard
cost of produ ction and the standard cost of
sales for the period. In order to do this,
we propose to run the two reports from
pre - punched cards.
First, we will prepare a tub file with
groups of cards for all products and each
card will be pre - punched to show quantity
and standard cost. The file will, of course,
be a dominated file having cards for one
case to ten cases and cards for 20, 30, 40
cases etc.
When the production report comes in
from the factory, we will pull cards representing the qua ntity of each item which has
been produced during the period. After cards
have been pu lled for the entire production
report, they will be run so as to tabulate
both quantity and standard cost of production for the period. Either before or
after ta bu lating, the date of the report will
be ga ng pu nched into all product cards, at
which time any other pertinent informa tion
will also be gang punched.
From our weekly or monthly sales analysis, the figures for quantities of merchandise
shipped will already be available. On these
figures we will again pull pre - punched
product cards from the file and tabu late the
figures so as to show total quantities and
standard cost of goods shipped.
With us, this is still a proposed procedure. It is quite possible tha t others have
had experience with it and have suggestions as to methods or pitfalls.
D. A. HACKNEY, Charlotte Chapter
SEGREGATING PRICE VARIANCE
BY CONTRACTS

Editor, N. A. C. A. Bulletin:
ADVANCING PRICES in respect to purchased
parts is now posing a n a ccounting problem

for those companies performing government
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contracts which use current standard costs
to price parts issued to work -in- process.
Our company like many others, revises
standards on purchased parts annually to
reflect the latest cost history and such standards have proven very accurate in periods in
which there were few or no changes in the
general price level. Early in 1950, with
government contracts coming to the fore
and very strong indications of sharp price
increases in the offing, a method of providing actual material costs against government contracts was a necessity. Du e to the
presence of thousands of different parts in
the manufacturing process, it wa s essential
to continue the use of standard costs for
application to material transactions.
As is often the practice, we determine the
purchase price variance, i.e., actual versus
standard costs of items purchased. However,
since this gives us information only as to
the variance by type of pa rts purchased, it
is of no va lu e in respect to pu rchase price
variance by contracts. Therefore, the purchasing procedure was modified to include
the requirement that quantities required for
each contract be shown. A master order
number was employed for this pu rpose and
invoices processed by the accounts payable
section bore this master order number, the
part number a nd quantity, when forwarded
to the tabulating department for payment.
As a result of this procedure, the tabulating department is able to reproduce a
deck of cards for all purchased parts invoiced in the month, match this deck
against the standard cost deck and prepare
a purchase price variance report which gives
the total purchases for each contract, the
standard cost, and the price variance on the
contract. Thus we are able to incorporate
this data into the records and, by taking
the standard cost of the material issued to
the contract plus the purchase price variance, we are a ble to meet the requirement
1390

of

government contracting of

recording

costs at actual purchase price.
As a by- product, this information has
been used in other phases of government
contracting, such as progress payments,
price redetermination and renegotiation.
L. E. WILES, Cedar Rapids Chapter
USE OF STANDARDS IN DISTRIBUTING
FIELD SALES COSTS

Editor, N. A. C. A. Bulletin:
I N H A N D L I N G O U R F I E L D sales costs we
have always had a very difficult problem,
tha t of distributing the costs when the man
in the field spends his time on more than
one product or, in some instances, spreads
his activities over more than one territory.
Field sales costs are charged directly to
a product when all of a salesman's efforts
are concentrated on only one item. In most
cases the salesman's work is confined to one
territory so that all of his costs, from a territory standpoint, can be charged to one
area. However, there are some problems of
territory distribution also when a specialist,
such as a sales engineer, spreads his efforts
over a number of territories. In order to

get a proper allocation of this type of costs
we have, after a nu mber of yea rs of stu dy,
come up with an answer that gives us fairly
dependable results.
The basis of our procedure is standard
cost per item sold for out variou s products.
These standards were the result of a long
period of stu dy of sa lesmen's activities. In
order to get a more nearly perfect picture
of the salesman's activities, we have installed in each district office a "sales calls
control" record book. This book is prepared at the home office and is sent to each
district office just before the beginning of
each year. It contains the name and location
of each customer a s well a s the prospective
users of our products. As ou r sales u nit is
N. A. C. A. BULLETIN

a trading area, the accounts are listed in
this book by such areas. A combination of
trading areas makes up a sales territory.
From our selective selling studies, we get,
in addition to the prospective customer's
name and location, the type of business he
is engaged in and the type of product he
is using at present. W e know the items
purchased by our own customers.
The resu lt of these stu dies has been the
development of a standard item selling cost
which is very dependable and makes an excellent medium for distributing overall costs
to individual product items in each territory. The fact that the charges made against
these individual items by brokers who have
been handling ou r produ ct for a long time
agree very closely with these sta ndard item
selling costs, gives us additional confidence
in their correctness.
As a part of our salesmen's compensation
we have established a method for making
additional payments on the basis of items
sold. A sales quota is given to each man
each month. This is based on the various
items carried in ou r selling line. We ha ve
combined brands and products of a like
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character so that we have a finished list of
nineteen items, fourteen of which a re sold
to resellers and the rema ining five sold directly to industrial buyers and users. In
order to get an idea of the special merchandising work done in connection with our
reseller items, our reseller standards are
brok en into two divisions. The first covers
the general selling costs and the second
covers the effort expended in assisting our
customers, in the form of merchandising
work done for retailers, to move their stock.
In our well - established territories, we arrive at the total amount of allowable expenses for selling our products in each by
extending this item quota at standard cost
per item. Using these well - established territories as a guide, it is possible to get an
idea of the cost of opening new territories
and improving those in which our sales
have not been up to standard. The actual
sales in items, extended by item standards,
compared to the actua l cost of selling in a
territory indica te the degree of accomplishment in each such territory.
SEBERT SCHNEIDER, Scranton Chapter
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